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Preface
The Center for Community Studies, Hammons School of Architecture, Drury University was contacted
by the City of Springfield’s Public Works Department in the summer of 2016 and was asked to assist
the city in the development of a citizen-based master plan visioning process for Hazelwood Cemetery.
Hazelwood Cemetery, the largest city owned cemetery in the state of Missouri, will celebrate its 150th
anniversary in October of 2017. To coincide with that celebration, the city wished to present a master
plan vision for the cemetery’s next stage.
During the fall of 2016, the city organized a citizen Advisory Visioning Committee to work with the CCS
Team and to guide the visioning process once the CCS “Visioning Tool-Kit” was completed. The city also
gathered the historic and property information for the cemetery and developed its project introduction
presentation for the students.
The visioning process began in January 2017 with the project introduction from the city and a tour of the
site. During the spring semester of 2017, the CCS Team of eight, third year architecture students and
Professor Jay G. Garrott organized four open community meetings to prepare and critique the evolving
vision concepts for Hazelwood Cemetery. The meetings were held at the Schweitzer Brentwood Branch
Library across the street from the cemetery.
Participation in the visioning process has been excellent, with a diverse representation of Springfield
citizens, area businessmen, city staff, architects, and engineers. The Visioning Toll-Kit that has been
produced, represents the collaborative effort of these people. From this initial visioning step, it is
now the responsibility of the citizens’ Advisory Visioning Committee, working in concert with the city
staff, to take the Visioning Toll-Kit and review it carefully to understand the issues, concerns and
recommendations it has outlined pertaining to the future evolution of Hazelwood Cemetery. As the work
of the committee transitions into the next stage, there are several points to remember:
•

It is much more important to understand the underlying conceptual intentions than to just look
at the conceptual hypothetical design proposal.

•

When discussing the future of the cemetery and the evolving vision, remember to think in (speak
from) the broadest cultural, social, spiritual, and technological perspectives.
• It will be difficult to eliminate your personal viewpoint, but remember the committee is
representing the broader Springfield community. And, it is vital to remember, the vast
majority of the people you are representing have not been born yet. It is not your vision, it is
the community’s vision.

•

The development of a concise vision statement that provides the framework within which all
future development of Hazelwood Cemetery can be measured and guided would be the ultimate
achievement for the visioning committee.
• When any future development or modification is made at Hazelwood Cemetery, the city
should be able to judge their decisions based upon how well they support and advance
the vision. If the proposed action does not support or advance the vision, it should not be
implemented.

•

The vision statement for Hazelwood Cemetery should inform the short-term, intermediate, and
long-term master plan development.
• The different tasks and stages of the master plan should not be time-based. Rather they
should be considered from the framework of what must occur before the next stage can be
developed. (A before B before C before D and so on)
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Conceptual Approach
Based on the insights gained during the Goals Workshop, the team formulated the following project goal
statement:
•

Hazelwood Cemetery shall become a model of cemetery design and management that provides perpetual
care for our departed loved ones and a park-like setting that promotes tranquility and reflection for the
living.

The team continued to explore the meaning/potential of this goal statement and evolved the following
statement:
•

The LONGEVITY of Hazelwood Cemetery is dependent upon its IDENTITY, ACCESSIBILITY, and CONNECTIVITY.

•

The team studied the root meanings of these words and realized that:
• The Suffix [ity] means: The condition or quality of being.

•

The team further developed these thoughts pertaining to the goal statement and prepared this conceptual
understanding for the project:
• Hazelwood Cemetery is shaped by the community, defined by our loved ones, in a tranquil landscape
dedicated to the celebration of life.

•

•

” . . . shaped by the community . . . “
• The diverse cultural beliefs and values pertaining to funerary practices that exist in the broader
community shape the very structure of the cemetery.

•

“ . . . defined by our loved ones . . . “
• The aggregate life experiences of all our loved ones who are interned, define the historic context of
the cemetery and community within which the cemetery is located.

•

“ . . . in a tranquil landscape . . . “
• A calming, park-like setting that encourages personal reflection.

•

“ . . . dedicated to the celebration of life . . . “
• An atmosphere that focuses on the achievements of life, instead of the grief of one’s loss.

The team also conceived of a conceptual strategy that was used throughout this visioning proposals to give
structure and meaning to the designs:
• This design strategy encompasses three-tiers of design consideration in the vision proposals for Hazelwood
Cemetery:
• The SKY . . . or symbolic spiritual realm
• The TEMPORAL . . . or earthly life
• The EARTH . . . or the place from which the body came and where it will be placed
SKY
TEMPORAL
EARTH
Each suggested design vision herein includes all three-tiers of these symbolic realms in their design.
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GoalStatement
StatementDiagram
Diagram
Goal

Identity

Longevity

Accessibility

Connectivity

Identity:

A primary concern for the future development of Hazelwood Cemetery is the strengthening of its
Identity. Currently, the weak, understated entry on Seminole Street, lack of prominent signage for the
cemetery, haphazard character and appearance of the enclosing fence, lack of wayfinding signage, lack of
cemetery landmarks or iconic elements, and lack of a clear demarcation between Hazelwood Cemetery
and Springfield National Cemetery contribute to its diminished identity. This has resulted in Hazelwood
Cemetery receding into the urban landscape and its historic importance for the City of Springfield being
weakened or lost in the mind of the citizens.

Accessibility:

This should be conceived of from many different perspectives. Obviously, the creation of a physical setting
that allows people of all ages and abilities to use the cemetery grounds unimpeded. But, also, this should
be though about from the perspective of social, cultural, perceptual, and ethnic accessibility. People of all
faiths, beliefs, color, and abilities shall be accommodated.

Connectivity:

It implies linkages. Linkage between the smallest part to the whole in a harmonious balance; Man-God and
Man-Nature. A spiritual connectedness of place to context, of individual to community, of past to present to
future, etc.

Longevity:

An act of persevering, standing the test of time, adapting to change without losing the essence of ones
being, a standard of excellence. We postulate that Hazelwood Cemetery’s Longevity is a factor of balancing
its Identity, Accessibility, and Connectivity.
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Executive Summary
This executive summary is an outline of the main
issues that have been identified by the citizens
of Springfield and the Center for Community
Studies’ (CCS) project team from Drury
University, throughout the Hazelwood Cemetery’s
Community Visioning Process that will influence
the implementation and quality of the cemetery’s
long term vision. Although each issue is presented
as a single entity, they are in actuality a network
of interrelated variables that should/must be
considered by the community for this vision to be
achieved.

This executive summary of the main issues have
been grouped in the following categories:
Ongoing Process and Procedures
• Visioning Process
• Implementation
• Community Involvement
Umbrella Issues or “Givens”
• Identity
• Accessibility
• Connectivity
• Longevity
Identified Issues
• Cemetery Context
• Seminole Street Entrance
• Signage
• Enclosing Fence System
• Cemetery Grounds
• Lanes
• Landscape
• Lighting
• Grounds/Public Works Facilities
• Current Cemetery Office
• Visitor Information/Grave Site Location
• New Cemetery Facilities
• Celebration of Life Center
• Remembrance Garden
• Coalescence Monument

Issue:

(Shown italicized, bold, and in a larger font size)
The issue is a variable that has been identified that
will significantly influence the conceptualization,
implementation, & maintenance of the community’s
vision.

Concern:

The concern(s) are the various explanation of why
the identified issue should/need to be carefully
considered by the community during the visioning
process.

Recommendation:

The recommendation of the CCS project team for
responding to the identified issue variables.

“VISIONING TOOL-KIT”
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ONGOING PROCESS AND
PROCEDURES

responsibility of developing the next phase
or project should first meet and review the
work that has been completed to date. This
assessment of the current status of the
visioning implementation process is crucial
to determine the success of the previous
community efforts, to identify current
relevant issues for this development stage,
and to establish project requirements.

The following three issues relate to the procedural
use of the “Visioning Tool Kit” and the involvement
of community members in the decision-making
process. Remember, this document is NOT the
community’s vision statement, but rather the
background data needed for the community to
prepare their visioning statement.

With regard to the Visioning Toolkit, for
example: The community’s visioning
committee should take the Visioning Toolkit
developed by the Center for Community
Studies and systematically review the issues
raised and the recommendations made to:

VISIONING PROCESS
Concern:

The natural tendency when reviewing the Visioning
Toolkit is to become overwhelmed with the
number of design issues that were identified
and the recommendations that were presented.
Skepticism and suspicion about the feasibility
of addressing those community issues and
implementing variations of the recommendations
is a natural response. The community may
become overwhelmed by the large task of trying to
comprehend the scope of the study and determine
where to start. Often the community perceives the
Visioning Tool Kit as a documented vision that has
to be implemented all at once. This is incorrect. The
Visioning Tool Kit is a compendium of identified
issues and possible ideas that the community
should consider when they come together as a
group to “articulate their own community vision”.

•

(1) develop a common understanding of the
document,
(2) formally accept, edit, revise, omit or write
anew the research and vision presented,
(3) ratify a community vision statement
that is either a version of what is expressed
herein or has been generated by the
community visioning committee after
deliberation.
•

Recommendations

The community members should always keep in
the forefront of their minds that the community
visioning process takes time and requires the
participation of the citizenry to see it through.
The implementation of the vision process is not
intended to be done quickly, all at once, but
rather over the coming years; one small step at
a time.
By following a systematic cyclic process of
review, vision articulation, planning, design,
implementation, and review the community
will be able to work through the Visioning
Toolkit, develop a community vision statement,
determine current priorities, and begin the
implementation process.
• Review
At the beginning of each stage in the
visioning / community development process
the community group charged with the

Vision Articulation
Based upon the review of the work done to
date, the community group would develop
a vision or project statement or plan of
action that outlines the current needs of
the community and how they envision
responding. They should articulate how
their decisions support the agreed upon
long term community vision and how the
proposed incremental action steps move
the community closer to implementing that
community vision.
With regard to the Visioning Toolkit, for
example: After the community’s visioning
committee has ratified the community’s
vision, that graphic and written vision
statement should become the framework
around which community decisions are
made.
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•

Prioritization
Now that the community group has
been able to develop an action plan or
series of projects that are relevant to
the community’s current pressing needs
and they have reviewed how well those
proposed action plans and projects
support the community’s vision, they are
in a position to make decisions about the
hierarchical importance of the possible
plans or projects.

construction of gateway signage. Each plan
and project approved for implementation
should be accompanied by a performance
compliance statement that articulates just
how the plan/project should support the
community’s vision.
With regard to the Visioning Toolkit, for
example:
The community visioning committee would
need to take the selected plan(s) and/
or Project(s) and write a statement that
clearly outlines the required performance
standards that will be expected to be met
by the group or contractor selected to
implement the plan/ project. This statement
goes beyond the normal prescriptive
specifications usually associated with
construction work. Instead these are
performance standards or specifications
that outline the qualities that the final
solution must possess or express. Those
qualities are the qualities associated with
the community’s vision, identity, and
aspirations.

With regard to the Visioning Toolkit,
for example: Now that the community
visioning committee has articulated the
community’s long term vision and better
understands the issues that will influence
the implementation of that vision, they are
in an excellent position to make decisions
pertaining to priority of the implementation
plan or project. Undoubtedly there will be
more plans and projects proposed then
there is money available to implement
them. Consequently, hard decisions will
have to be made pertaining to what to do
when and where.

•

It is recommend that in the beginning that
the community chooses the plans and
projects that promise to have the greatest
impact on the community’s social, cultural,
environmental, or economic “life” as
possible. It is crucial to develop community
support and optimism about this visioning
process by showing the biggest results for
the least investment in time, sweat, and
money. Identify the “low hanging fruit”
that is easy and of benefit to the most
people. Gain the community’s support and
encourage community participation by
achieving some meaningful high visibility
successes early.
•

Implementation
Depending on the plan or project being
implemented, a city staff member or a
community visioning committee member,
or both, need to be involved in the
process to oversee that the plan/project
is implemented properly. There will be
aspects of these plans/projects that may be
outside the legal description of the city staff
member’s job, outside their skill or comfort
zone, or of different importance to different
people in the process.
With regard to the Visioning Toolkit, for
example:
There is a technical aspect to implementing
a plan and/or project, as well as a
philosophical or theoretical aspect to the
implementation. Take for example the
improvement of the buildings and lanes.
Technically, the modifications need to meet
the standards of good construction practice
for the safety and welfare of the public. The
materials used on the buildings and lanes,
the texture and slope, the installing of new
lighting can all be seen to possess a high

Planning/Design
Once the list of possible plans and projects
has been prioritized, select the highest
priority plan/project and begin outlining the
performance requirement standards that
must be met for it to successfully support
the community’s long term vision. Do
not identify a plan or project in title only,
such as the paving of Center Drive or the
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level of recognizable technical standards
that can be judged by someone inspecting
the work. There is also a more subjective
standard that will be reflected in the
community’s vision statement for Center
Drive. How can the community visioning
committee convey and assess the qualities
that the community wishes Center Drive
to have as expressed in the community’s
vision statement? Who will specify what
performance level the new lighting should
provide? Who will articulate the community’s
vision for a social, strolling landscape with
places to gather to the draftsman of the
new plan? These are qualities that are
hard to specify or be prescriptive about.
They are qualities that are best conveyed
as performance guidelines that allow
the designer the leeway to be creative in
achieving those qualities.
•

be a formal review by the city with an
assessment report and the reaffirmation of
the visioning statement should be a part of
city council action.

IMPLEMENTATION
Concern:

Understanding how and where to start when
looking at the Visioning Toolkit is a daunting
task for the community at the beginning of the
process, because often it is thought that all of the
suggestions are of equal importance and should
be implemented. Furthermore, by presenting the
community with the overall vision of what might
be possible in the coming years, it often gives the
community the impression that all aspects of the
vision proposal need to be implemented at once.
This is not true and would be detrimental to a
town’s cohesion and budget.

Review
The Community Visioning Committee
must keep in mind that the completion
of each plan or project is the beginning
point for the next plan or project in the
vision implementation process. As such,
before deciding on what to do next, it
is important to assess what has been
completed and what the current issues are
that are confronting the community. This
assessment of the current status of the
visioning implementation process is crucial
to determine the success of the previous
community efforts, to identify current
relevant issues for this development stage,
and to establish project requirements.
With regard to the Visioning Toolkit, for
example:
Not only should each plan and project be
reviewed at its conclusion to make sure
that it has been implemented in accordance
with the vision statement’s performance
guidelines, but we also recommend
that the city review the entire visioning
implementation process every five years
to ascertain what has been completed and
what the community’s current issues/ needs
are that should be addressed in upcoming
phases. This assessment of the Community
Visioning process every five years should

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

•
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It should be understood that not all of the vision
recommendations should be implemented.
It is the responsibility of the Community
Visioning Committee to develop a process of
assessment of the Visioning Toolkit provided to
ascertain what is relevant, is of a high priority,
and cost effective in the vision document.
From this assessment, a plan of action for the
implementation of the vision recommendations
can be formulated by the community.
It is recommended that the community focus
its early attention to the implementation of
plans/projects that have a high potential for
success, a low cost, and a major community
wide recognizable impact. Build community
support for the visioning process by developing
community awareness, a successful record of
achievement, and cost effectiveness. Take small,
well reasoned steps first.

Recommendation:

Once the community has had a number of
successful projects completed, it would be time
to expand to larger, more challenging visioning
plans/projects, such as small renovations,
additions, new constructions, improvements to
wayfinding signage, gateway entries, enclosing
fencing, and a new office/maintenance facility.
Develop the community’s portfolio of plans/
project success carefully so that the support
from the community and lending agencies

IDENTITY

continues to expand.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

ISSUE:

Concern:

Hazelwood Cemetery’s Identity

As in any community, there are people that seek
to resist change. However, change is inevitable. A
community can either be proactive and plan for
change or reactive and respond to changes after
they have occurred.

Concern:

There does not seem to be a consensus of what
the current identity or impression is of Hazelwood
Cemetery.

Concern:

Concern:

The casual visual impression of Hazelwood
Cemetery by the person driving by is that it is old
and “tired”.

Community members who have not been
encouraged to be participants in the development
and governance of their communities are usually
apathetic and believe that their efforts and voices
would not be heard or acknowledged. As a result,
the involvement in planning and developing the
community devolves to a few overworked citizens.

Concern:

What should be the identity of Hazelwood Cemetery
as it continues to evolve?

Concern:

How can Hazelwood Cemetery become an even
greater asset for all the citizens of Springfield?

Concern:

Nowhere is this apathy more evident than in
minority groups that have been underrepresented
or ignored in the community governance process.

•

•

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

In order for the Community Vision to be realized
and successful, the public must come together
to review, propose, discuss, and ratify the vision.
A Community Vision cannot be developed and
adopted by the limited number of community
“leaders” that are involved in everything. It is
crucial that the community leaders find a way
to broaden the community dialogue about
the future and find a way to reach consensus
among all citizens. The Community Visioning
process started during the spring of 2017,
should not be considered the conclusion, but
rather the beginning of a broader community
wide visioning dialogue.

•

Recommendation:

It is equally important in the visioning process
that all citizens be encouraged to speak their
minds and to be listened to by everyone
else. Community involvement in this process
requires good listening skills, respect for diverse
opinions, willingness to compromise, and the
ability to see the whole as well as the parts of a
plan.

We believe that a central focus of the
community’s visioning process should be the
identification of the current perceptions of the
cemetery among the citizens of Springfield.
We believe that the visioning process should
articulate a new or reaffirm the desired identity
of Hazelwood Cemetery.

Recommendation:

We believe that the clear and concisely
articulated statement of Hazelwood Cemetery’s
desired identity is an integral part of this
visioning process and that the statement should
become a part of the new vision document to be
prepared by the Visioning Advisory Committee
and the city.

ISSUE:

Hazelwood Cemetery Lacks its Own Distinct Identity

Concern:

Hazelwood Cemetery is often confused with
Springfield National Cemetery

•

Recommendation:

The addition and/or alteration of key cemetery
elements should be done to create a distinctive
identity for Hazelwood Cemetery.
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•

Recommendation:

We recommend that special attention be given
to the design of a new, complete, and distinctive
enclosing fence system that can help to distinguish
Hazelwood Cemetery visually and physically from
that of Springfield National Cemetery.

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

ISSUE:

Identity of Historical Significance

•

Concern:

The historical significance of Hazelwood Cemetery
is understated.

•

•

Recommendation:

Emphasize and celebrate Hazelwood Cemetery’s
historical significance by implementing the
recommended projects i.e. 150th Anniversary
memorial, veterans’ memorial, monuments,
symbolic gates, etc.

•

Recommendation:

We recommend that the designs of new
facilities incorporate materials that connect to
the region’s historical architecture.

ISSUE:

Hazelwood Cemetery’s Historical Significance is
Underrepresented

Concern:

Recommendation:

We suggest that to commemorate the
150th anniversary of the cemetery that a
monument be commissioned. We suggest that
this monument should be located near the
proposed new cemetery office in the Plaza of
Remembrance.

Recommendation:

We suggest that starting now and continuing
that the architects and landscape planners be
challenged to explore ways that use materials
and technologies that are contemporary to
the time of installation, but in such a way
that connects the structures and elements
of the cemetery together in a historically rich
composition that reflects the history of the
cemetery and community.

Identity as a Greenspace

Concern:

Improving upon Hazelwood Cemetery’s landscape
and arboretum to be a year-round greenspace for
the community.

Concern:

The community’s lack of awareness of the history
of Hazelwood Cemetery and the social and cultural
forces that have shaped it in its first 150-years.

•

We suggest that a series of monuments be
commissioned throughout the years, such as
on every tenth anniversary, to commemorate a
place or event or group.

ISSUE:

The community’s lack of awareness of the historic
contributions made by the people buried in
Hazelwood Cemetery to the development of the
Springfield community.

•

We suggest that a series of markers be installed
that help to tell the history of the cemetery and
how it has changed throughout the years.

•

Recommendation:

We suggest that the history of Hazelwood
Cemetery’s first 150-years should be
documented, commemorated, and celebrated
in the written accounts of the cemetery, its
plaques, markers, monuments, and structures.

Recommendation:

Put in place a care plan for the Hazelwood
Cemetery arboretum that incorporates new
evergreens and flowering trees in place of trees
in poor conditions.

ISSUE:

Lack of Identity from the Surrounding Streets

Concern:

Recommendation:

The current enclosing wall does not positively
represent the identity of Hazelwood Cemetery. It is
not in good condition and there are different types
of fencing around the area.

We suggest that the proposed Coalescence
“Lumarium” structure or something similar in
concept be placed at the center of the “Central
Plaza” that was proposed on the original
cemetery plan. This would link the origins
of the cemetery plan to the current longterm visioning and guide the evolution of the
cemetery’s development into the future.

Concern:

The materials and architectural style is not
complimentary to the enclosure of Springfield
National Cemetery.
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•

Recommendation:

markers, making the location of graves and
planning of building projects uncertain.

To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the cemetery
and recognize its historic meaning, we recommend
that the new enclosing wall project a sense of
longevity or permanence.

•

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

We recommend that the new wall needs to be
similar to Springfield National Cemetery’s enclosure,
but clearly identifiable with Hazelwood Cemetery.
The architectural style of the enclosure should be
more modern to express the growth of Hazelwood
Cemetery.

ACCESSIBILITY
ISSUE:

Visual and Physical Accessibility

Concern:

Hazelwood Cemetery is not accessible to all visitors.

•

•

•

Recommendation:

We suggest that the city pay for the necessary
survey of records and cemetery property to
ascertain as accurately as possible the location
of all burial sites and the identification of
available of unused grave sites that are older
than 50 years.
It is understood that every potential
construction site should have an electronic
ground penetrating survey to ascertain if graves
are present. However, for the accurate planning
of physical modifications to the cemetery
site for improvements to the lanes, utilities,
addition of structures, and fencing such an
electronic survey would save a lot of time and
money if it could be done before the planning
proceeded too far.

We recommend that every effort be made to
accommodate as many people as possible,
regardless of their visual and physical
capabilities within the cemetery grounds.

CONNECTIVITY

We recommend that existing facilities at the
cemetery be modified to accommodate as many
people as possible regardless of their visual and
physical capabilities.

Concern:

ISSUE:

Physical Connectivity

Recommendation:

Hazelwood Cemetery’s single, narrow, and
undistinguished entry on Seminole Street inhibits
its physical connection to the community.

•

Recommendation:

We recommend that future facilities at the
cemetery be modified to accommodate as many
people as possible regardless of their visual and
physical capabilities.

ISSUE:

Recommendation:

Until such time that a new entrance can be
constructed, the Seminole Street entrance
should be upgraded to provide a more
dignified, recognizable, and safer connection
between the cemetery and community.

LONGEVITY

There is No Way of Knowing the Location of
Available Grave Sites and Building Locations.

Concern:

ISSUE:

There are grave sites that have been purchased and
have not been used in the past 50-75 years. There
needs to be a way to identify these open grave sites
and the status of their ownership.

The Long-Term Operations of Hazelwood Cemetery

Concern:

How can Hazelwood Cemetery best serve the
Springfield community in the years ahead?

Concern:

Concern:

The number of possible grave sites is not accurately
known.

How can Hazelwood Cemetery remain a
functioning cemetery in the coming years?

Concern:

Concern:

The section of the cemetery that was used as
Potter’s Field has limited information and grave

What should Hazelwood Cemetery become when it
fills up? What will be its character?
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modified to have a metal fence with vegetation
screening along the entire length.

Concern:

Should Hazelwood Cemetery’s final stage merely be
perpetual care of the grounds?

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

•

•

•

•

Concern:

To the north, the Seminole Street corridor creates
problems due to traffic and visual appearance of
the apartments and commercial strip mall. The
noise and visual distractions of this property edge
is a concern that needs addressing.

We recommend that Hazelwood Cemetery be
proactive in responding to the ever-changing
funerary trends.
We recommend that Hazelwood Cemetery seek
ways to perpetuate its relevance within the
Springfield community as it continues to grow
and use up its land area for grave sites.

•

Recommendation:

We recommend that Hazelwood Cemetery
construct columbarium walls and structures to
extend the capacity of the cemetery.

•

Recommendation:

We recommend that consideration be given to
the possible need to build multi-level structures
for the internment of the deceased.

Concern:

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

We suggest that the section of Seminole Street
adjacent to the cemetery be landscaped along
the north side of the street.

To the east, Glenstone Avenue is the busiest
of the three surrounding traffic corridors. The
volume of traffic is high all day and the noise and
movement of the vehicles can be a distraction
to the solemnness of the internment services.
The residential neighborhood on the east side of
Glenstone Avenue is not a problem due to their
distance from the cemetery.

Recommendation:

We recommend that Hazelwood Cemetery
keep an open mind in the coming years
about the need to acquire additional land. As
surrounding property declines in condition and
property value, the city might consider strategic
purchases for future space.

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

We believe that the Visioning Advisory
Committee and city should seek to balance
the factors of Identity, Accessibility, and
Connectivity in every vision, planning, design,
implementation, and operational decision that
is made pertaining to Hazelwood Cemetery.

CEMETERY CONTEXT
ISSUE:

The cemetery’s surrounding context does not
reflect/reinforce the significance and hallowedness
of Hazelwood Cemetery.

Concern:

We suggest that a uniform enclosing fence
system be designed to extend along the east
and south boundaries of the cemetery. Along
this enclosure, we suggest the inclusion of a
series of hedge or vine elements to help screen
the view of the traffic.
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the
cemetery and recognize its historic meaning,
the new wall should project longevity. It needs
to be similar to Springfield National Cemetery’s
enclosure, but clearly identifiable with
Hazelwood Cemetery. The architectural style
of the enclosure should be more modern to
express the growth of Hazelwood Cemetery.

Concern:

The residential neighborhood along the west
boundary at times intrudes upon the cemetery’s
sense of hallowed dignity and private grief due to
the noise and activities in the backyards of these
residences.

•

We suggest that the city develop a street
improvement plan that would visually upgrade
the section of Seminole Street between
Fremont and Glenstone Avenues.

To the south, the Sunset Street corridor and the
Battlefield Mall parking lot creates a tremendous
visual distraction that significantly detracts from
the importance of the cemetery as the final resting
place of our loved ones. This boundary needs the
most improvement of the four sides.

Recommendation:

We suggest that the west boundary should be
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•

•

ISSUE:

Recommendation:

The current Seminole Street entry has very poor
visibility

We suggest that in addition to the enclosing
fence and shrubbery as previously mentioned,
that street improvements be made to Sunset
Street between Fremont and Glenstone
Avenues. We suggest that the divided boulevard
design of Sunset Street that occurs west of
Fremont Avenue be continued all the way to
Glenstone Avenue.

Concern:

Because of its low visibility it can be difficult for
visitors to find the Seminole Street entrance to
Hazelwood Cemetery.

Concern:

The monumental gateway to the Springfield
National Cemetery is more dignified and prominent
than Hazelwood Cemetery’s and, therefore, people
coming to Hazelwood Cemetery for the first time
often enter it instead.

Recommendation:

We suggest that the south side of the Sunset
Street corridor be upgraded with landscaping to
visually screen the Battlefield Mall parking lot.

•

SEMINOLE STREET ENTRANCE
ISSUE:

Currently, there is only one entry and exit for all of
Hazelwood Cemetery

Concern:

The current entrance on Seminole Street can
become congested during high traffic events and
with the movement of Public Works vehicles.

•

•

•

Recommendation:

We recommend that the Seminole Street
entrance be upgraded so that it can visually
compete with the monumental gate of the
Springfield National Cemetery. The Hazelwood
Cemetery entrance should include new signage,
improvements to the adjacent fence, and
present a strong visual presence along the
street.

SIGNAGE

Recommendation:

We recommend that when the new main entry
on Sunset Street is completed that the current
entrance on Seminole Street should be retained
as a minor secondary entrance.

ISSUE:

Hazelwood Cemetery does not have adequate
signage

Concern:

Recommendation:

When the new Sunset Street entrance becomes
operational, we suggest that an electronic gate
be installed at the Seminole Street entrance.
This will allow the cemetery staff to easily
control when the Seminole Street entrance is
used.

The lack of signage makes it hard to locate
Hazelwood Cemetery.

We recommend that this electronic gate off
Seminole Street be located on Center Drive,
where the fence separates Springfield National
Cemetery and Hazelwood Cemetery. A sign
should be incorporated with the secondary
gate announcing one’s arrival to Hazelwood
Cemetery and the restrictions or hours that
the gate will be open. By locating the gate
at this point it will emphasize that it is a
secondary entry and further help to distinguish
Hazelwood Cemetery from that of Springfield
National Cemetery, thus reinforcing Hazelwood
Cemetery’s unique identity.

• Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

A prominent feature or landmark with
Hazelwood Cemetery’s name on it should be
placed at the corner of Glenstone Avenue and
Sunset Street.
The new main entrance on Sunset Street and
the two historic symbolic gates along Glenstone
Avenue should display Hazelwood Cemetery’s
name prominently.

ENCLOSING FENCE SYSTEM
ISSUE:
Vistas

Concern:

The current walls surrounding Hazelwood
Cemetery do not enhance the visual experience of
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the cemetery from either the inside or the outside.

•

•

•

ISSUE:

Recommendation:

Privacy

We recommend that the new enclosing wall be
designed to create framed views through the
enclosure.

Concern:

A burial ceremony is a personal moment that
requires privacy and respect; a moment free of
unwanted distractions. At Hazelwood Cemetery,
only graveside services are possible, thus creating
situations for conflict between the service and the
surrounding context.

Recommendation:

We recommend that the new enclosing wall be
a combination of masonry and metal fencing.
This will accommodate visual access around the
perimeter.

Concern:

Recommendation:

Along the west boundary, the cemetery abuts
the backyards of the adjacent residential
neighborhood.

We recommend consciously establishing view
corridors from the exterior of the new enclosing
fence so passersby can admire the natural
beauty of Hazelwood Cemetery.

Concern:

To the north, east, and south, the cemetery abuts
busy streets with minimal separation. These
adjacencies create intrusive visual and auditory
distractions for everyone.

ISSUE:

Security

Concern:

The walls do not have the proper height to prevent
people from jumping over. Some areas are not fully
enclosed.

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

Create a proper wall with a height that prevents
people from easily jumping over. This would
force vehicle or pedestrian traffic to enter the
cemetery through the main gate or secondary
gate which could easily be monitored. Provide
consistency of wall enclosure and gates that
can be controlled by the Hazelwood Cemetery
personnel.

Concern:

Should Hazelwood cemetery be open to the public
always?

•

•

Recommendation:

While this is a concern of many of the
community and staff, the Visioning Team’s
recommendation is that it be left open always
because:
• One, it is a public resource that many of the
community have strong personal ties too
and those people should not be restricted
from using this resource,
• Two, the identity of Hazelwood is of an
open, inclusive space for all the community
to use and restricting access is counter to
that idea,
• Three the addition of lighting within the
cemetery will minimize the security issues of
being open at all hours.

We suggest that a decorative metal fence be
installed along the entire west boundary of
the cemetery. This fence should have a hedge
planted beside it or vines planted to grow on
it to provide visual privacy for the cemetery
and backyards. This metal fence should be of
sufficient height to block the view from people
standing on the ground and to hinder people
from crossing over.
We suggest that the enclosing fence that
is selected to be placed along the street
boundaries be carefully considered. This edge
of the cemetery is exposed to significant vehicle
traffic, which could be distracting depending on
how close to the boundary the service is taking
place. However, it is these street boundaries
that also are the important public edges that
will project the recognizable image and identity
of the cemetery to the public. Although the
traffic distraction needs to be minimized, the
view of the cemetery’s landscape from the
street corridors needs to be preserved.

• Recommendation:

We suggest a non-continuous vegetated
“screen” be planted on the inside of the
enclosing fence to provide some visual
separation, color and texture, with occasional
views into the cemetery.
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ISSUE:

Symbolic Gates

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Concern:

There is no recognition of the original entry to the
cemetery or to the entrance of the historic black
cemetery, both off of Glenstone Avenue.

•

Recommendation:

Key landmark features or symbolic gates shall be
added along Glenstone to recognize the historical
main entry to the cemetery as well as the location
of the entry to the black cemetery. The symbolic
gate at the location of the old entrance shall display
the name of the cemetery to strengthen the identity
of Hazelwood.

ISSUE:

Corner Feature at Glenstone and Sunset

•

Concern:

The corner of Glenstone and Sunset is a high
visibility corner that lacks any identity of the
cemetery.

•

Recommendation:

The addition of a landmark with a water
feature and sign for Hazelwood would anchor
this corner of the cemetery and elude to its
significance. It would also call attention to
the new development at the southern end of
Hazelwood helping visitors to recognize the
establishment of the new entry off Sunset.

The mall access road should be diverted to
align with the center drive, thus removing
the current street light and allowing for the
construction of the roundabout.

Recommendation:

There should be ample signage for the
roundabout clearly marking each juncture, the
entrance to Hazelwood, continuing of Sunset
Street, and the Battlefield Mall access road.

CEMETERY GROUNDS
LANES
ISSUE:

Clarity of lane organization

Concern:

ISSUE:

The grid layout of the lanes in the cemetery is
inconsistent. Not all the lanes are paved. Not all the
paving is the same material or width.

New Main Entry

Concern:

The current Main entry is not dignified for
Hazelwood and is difficult to locate.

•

The addition of a roundabout that would
be on axis with center drive would not only
allow traffic to flow uninterrupted into and
by the main entry it would improve upon the
current traffic circulation at this location. The
roundabout would also serve as an exterior
landmark marking the entry to the cemetery,
as it forces drivers to become aware of their
surroundings as they pass through. This
would also be true for the Mall and any future
establishments adjacent the roundabout.

Concern:

The lack of lane hierarchy is not a problem for
regular visitors, but it is a problem for new visitors
or infrequent visitors.

Recommendation:

The main entry to be moved to the southern
end of the cemetery off Sunset. Locating the
main entry off Sunset allows for the future
development of cemetery facilities adjacent to
the main gate while keeping the main entry off
Center Drive, improving the overall wayfinding
throughout the site. This location also allows for
the construction of a more dignified main entry.

• Recommendation:

We suggest the development of a multi-tiered
hierarchy lane system that would provide
greater order.
• The primary lanes would be the widest and
be the main circulation lanes around the
cemetery.
• The secondary lanes would be slightly
narrower and connect the spaces between
the primary lanes.
• The tertiary lanes would be the smallest and
run north to south between the secondary

ISSUE:

Traffic flow into and around the entry

Concern:

The new main entry proposed on Sunset will
impede traffic to and from Glenstone.
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•

•

lanes and would allow access to interior
grave sites.
All the lanes would accommodate vehicular
traffic however some lanes should use materials
to preference pedestrian over vehicular traffic.

•

Recommendation:

We suggest that the three lane types have
different material surfaces to distinguish them
and their purpose. Therefore, the lanes would
vary in width and material surfaces.

There is a lack of lighting in and around Hazelwood
Cemetery.

This proposed organization of the lanes within
Hazelwood Cemetery provides the same turning
radius at the corners, the same or larger lane
widths, and improved clarity of organization.
In developing this lane system, it was possible
to remove several east to west lanes and, thus,
create additional spaces for grave sites.

Concern:

Since the cemetery is open 24/7, the lack of lighting
creates an unsafe environment for people who visit
the cemetery after sunset.

Concern:

Since the cemetery is always open, the lack of
lighting creates the ideal setting for people to use
the cemetery improperly.

Need for lane maintenance

Concern:

Concern:

The lighting around the perimeter of the cemetery
is limited and creates an unsafe environment for
pedestrians and cyclist who may be passing by at
night.

The lanes throughout the cemetery are made of
different materials and are in different states of
repair. All lanes are passable in a vehicle, but not on
foot.

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

We suggest regrading and resurfacing the lanes
as suggested herein to provide the clarity of
lane hierarchy and pedestrian accessibility.

LANDSCAPE
ISSUE:

Identity as a Greenspace

Concern:

Improving upon Hazelwood Cemetery’s greenspace
and arboretum to be a year-round greenspace for
the community

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

The addition of new vegetation shall be done
to strengthen the organization of the cemetery
and add additional year-round color and
texture.

ISSUE:

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

LIGHTING

ISSUE:

•

that adheres to the landscape plan.

If the cemetery continues to remain open 24/7,
we suggest that lighting be added along the
cemetery lanes at each intersection. We further
recommend that lighting be added around
each of the facilities and monuments in the
cemetery.
If the cemetery is to be closed between dusk
and dawn, we suggest that security lighting be
added to the cemetery so that activity within
can be monitored from the perimeter. We
would also recommend the addition of lighting
around the cemetery facilities and monuments.

• Recommendation:

We recommend that street lighting around
the perimeter of the cemetery be increased to
create a safer environment and more pleasant
nighttime view of the cemetery.

Put in place a landscape care plan for the
Hazelwood Cemetery arboretum that
accentuates each section of the cemetery with
year-round color and texture.

GROUNDS /PUBLIC WORKS FACILITIES

The landscape plan should include the
continual assessment of all vegetation within
Hazelwood Cemetery and the care, removing (if
needed), and replacing it with new vegetation

ISSUE:

The location of the City of Springfield’s Public Works
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facility at Hazelwood Cemetery is a serious intrusion
upon this hallowed space.

Concern:

The cemetery staff must share the small office
space; this leads to conflicts and inefficient work
flow.

Concern:

This Public Works facility services the entire eastern
half of the City of Springfield. Each morning and
afternoon the many service trucks and equipment
of the department drive through the cemetery. This
movement of equipment creates a great deal of
visual and noise distraction within the cemetery and
the adjacent residential neighborhood.

Concern:

The office has the only restroom for the entire
cemetery.

Concern:

The office has insufficient space and security
precautions for the valuable historical cemetery
records.

Concern:

The current Public Works facility and parking lot,
where all of these vehicles are stored and operating,
is immediately next to a portion of Hazelwood
Cemetery where infants are buried. This area, which
is called “Baby Land”, is separated from the parking
lot by a rusty chain link fence.

Concern:

The office has insufficient security for the staff.
Often the office will have large sums of money on
hand. In the past, the office has been burglarized
several times and has had the computers stolen.

•

Concern:

The current Public Works facility and parking lot is
rundown and outdated. This creates an eye-sore
amid the cemetery and residential neighborhood.

Concern:

Currently, this Public Works facility is understaffed
and undersized. To do the work expected, the
facility should be three times larger.

Concern:

•

We suggest that a new cemetery office be
constructed near the main entrance to the
cemetery that provides adequate and efficient
office spaces for each staff member, a separate
private conference room for making funeral
arrangements, and security monitoring and
safety precautions.

ISSUE:

There is no location at Hazelwood Cemetery to
relocate or expand the size of this Public Works
facility.

•

Recommendation:

The cemetery office is hard to locate

Concern:

The office is isolated from the entrance and Public
Works facility in a small brick structure along
the east boundary line near where the original
entrance was off Glenstone Avenue.

Recommendation:

We suggest that the Public Works facility be
moved out of Hazelwood Cemetery and that
a more appropriate site be acquired for the
construction of a new facility.

Concern:

Wayfinding signage needs to be improved to help
first-time visitors find the office.

Recommendation:

It will be necessary to separate the Hazelwood
Cemetery’s Grounds Facility from the Public
Works facility and to construct a new Grounds
Facility.

Concern:

The office needs to be more visible to the main part
of the cemetery for visitor access and staff safety.

Concern:

The office administrator communicates throughout
the day with the grounds staff, however the
grounds facility is located on the opposite side of
the cemetery in with the Public Works Facility. This
makes the day-to-day operations more difficult.

CURRENT CEMETERY OFFICE
ISSUE:

The office is overcrowded and unsuited for meeting
with grieving families.

• Recommendation:

Concern:

The cemetery office and grounds facility need
to be upgraded and consolidated into one
building or complex of buildings. This will
increase staff efficiency, improve office security,
and provide both with needed additional space.

The small, open office does not provide any
privacy for grieving family’s when making funeral
arrangements.
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VISITOR INFO/GRAVESITE LOCATION

NEW CEMETERY FACILITIES
REMEMBRANCE PLAZA AND WAY OF
REFLECTIONS

ISSUE:

There is no way of knowing where available grave
sites and building locations are.

ISSUE:

Concern:

Lack of meditative spaces as well as spaces of
transition between the office and the celebration of
life center.

There are grave sites that have been purchased and
have not been used in the past 50-75 years. The
ownership of these open grave sites is currently
unknown.

Concern:

There are no connections between the different
areas of interest at Hazelwood Cemetery, which
contributes to the lack of wayfinding and sense of
disorientation.

Concern:

The number of remaining unsold grave sites that
have been platted is accurately known.

Concern:

The section of the cemetery that was used as
Potter’s Field has limited information and grave
markers, making the location of graves uncertain.

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

We suggest that the city pay for the necessary
survey of records and property to ascertain as
accurately as possible the location of all burial
sites and the identification of availability of
unused grave sites that are older than 50 years.
It goes without saying that every potential
construction site should have an electronic
ground penetrating survey to ascertain if graves
are present. However, for the accurate planning
of physical modifications to the cemetery site
for improvements to the lanes, utilities, addition
of structures, and fencing, such an electronic
survey would save a lot of time and money if it
could be done before the planning proceeded
too far.

By creating a transition space, it would help
to connect the proposed office and the
Celebration of Life Center while creating a
quiet and peaceful environment that promotes
the goals of tranquility. This transition ramp
would utilize the walls by creating niches for
columbariums, therefore diversifying the
methods of burials offered by Hazelwood
Cemetery. The transition shall be constructed
in a way that forces the visitor to become aware
of their relationship within the space.
Adjacent to the office shall be an arrival,
memorial plaza that incorporates an art
installation celebrating the 150th anniversary
of Hazelwood Cemetery. This would be a
landmark for not only the Celebration of Life
Complex, but the entire cemetery.

CELEBRATION OF LIFE CENTER

ISSUE:

ISSUE:

It is difficult to locate specific graves within
Hazelwood Cemetery

Location of the Celebration of Life Center

Concern:

Concern:

Accessibility and wayfinding to the Celebration of
Life Center

Currently the only way to locate a grave is through
the front office when cemetery personnel are
present (not on weekends, evenings, or high volume
times)

•

•

• Recommendation:

The location of the Celebration of Life Center
is critical for its operation and accessibility. We
recommend that the Celebration of Life Center
be located adjacent to the new office near the
main entry on Sunset Street. Locating the office
and Celebration of Life Center next to each
other will make it more efficient for cemetery
staff managing the services while dignifying

Recommendation:

A new information kiosk shall be added to the
proposed new office and maintenance facility.
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•

the sanctuary space with its own dedicated
structure.

ISSUE:

Accessibility to graveside services
Walking long distances on uneven walking surfaces
creates a problem for the elderly and the physically
handicapped.

ISSUE:

No covered outdoor service area

Recommendation:

Concern:

Creating a drop-off area within proximity to
the entry stairs and elevator, provides easy
and direct access to the service area so that
accidental falls and lack of accessibility can be
greatly reduced.

There is a need for a covered outdoor service area
or columbarium at Hazelwood Cemetery.

ISSUE:

Minimal number of seats during graveside services

•

Recommendation:

•

Recommendation:

Concern:

Caretakers must be on constant alert during
services to prevent falls and people collapsing.

•

•

Recommendation:

Creating a space that can accommodate a large
group of people to where everyone can be
seated during the services.

ISSUE:

We recommend the creation of a service
pavilion within the Remembrance Garden near
the columbarium and scatter garden.
We recommend that the service pavilion
be positioned to optimize the views of the
Remembrance Garden.

Recommendation:

We recommend that the columbarium of the
Remembrance Garden be used to enclose the
pavilion and screen the view from the lane to
the interior of the plaza and scatter garden.

ISSUE:

Lack of protection from inclement weather

Currently, graveside internments services are the
only option at Hazelwood Cemetery.

Concern:

Concern:

In the winter and summer months, it is
uncomfortable for the bereaved to be exposed to
the weather. In the coldest part of the year, graves
cannot be dug/covered and therefore the bereaved
must leave the graveside service while their loved
one’s remains are still on the plinth.

•

To incorporate columbarium niches in the walls
surrounding the indoor spaces that will also
provide tranquil spaces for reflection.

REMEMBRANCE GARDEN

Concern:

•

Recommendation:

There are no options for alternative locations for
internment service to accommodate individuals
with special needs or during inclement weather.

•

Recommendation:

Creating a climate controlled indoor service
area would resolve the uncomfortable weather
extremes while providing a respectable place
for the departed to remain between the service
and their final resting place.

Recommendation:

Hazelwood Cemetery should create alternate
options for the internment services. We suggest
the creation of both a Remembrance Garden
and a Celebration of Life Center for funerary
services.

ISSUE:

Limited internment options

ISSUE:

Concern:

Change in funeral trends

Hazelwood Cemetery has not been updated to
accommodate the full range of internment options.

Concern:

Not currently providing or being able to keep
up with rapidly changing funeral trends that are
shifting away from traditional burials to cremations,
Eco burials and scatter/memorial gardens.

• Recommendation:

We suggest the consideration of multiple
internment options at the cemetery and the
flexibility to consider new options as funerary
trends and traditions change.
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Concern:

take place within the Celebration of Life Center,
we believe that the surrounding columbarium
and garden spaces of the Remembrance
Garden will also prepare people for the events
at the scatter garden.

The city has been slow to update the funerary
practices accommodated at Hazelwood Cemetery.

•

•

Recommendation:

The cemetery’s management shall continually
review funerary trends and projections and
incorporate these into Hazelwood Cemetery’s
operations.

ISSUE:

Memorial and tributes recognizing the community’s
military

Recommendation:

Concern:

We suggest the development of columbariums,
scatter gardens, and public mausoleum
structures.

Hazelwood Cemetery does not have a memorial to
recognize Springfield’s community veterans.

ISSUE:

•

Recommendation:

Recommendation:

Locating new internment options

Concern:

The construction locations for columbariums,
scatter gardens, mausoleums, and outdoor
sanctuary pavilions are limited due to the lack of
available space in Hazelwood Cemetery.

•

Recommendation:

•

•

Recommendation:

•

•

•

•

We recommend that the Remembrance Garden
featuring columbariums, scatter garden, military
memorial, and an outdoor pavilion should be
constructed on the site of the existing Public
Works and Maintenance facility.
We believe that the construction of these
elements and services on the site of the
Public Works and Maintenance facility site will
transform Hazelwood Cemetery and bring
dignity and a sense of tranquility and reflection
to this corner of the cemetery.

Recommendation:

We recommend that a memorial recognizing
Springfield’s veterans be established at the
opposite end of the Remembrance Garden
from the outdoor pavilion. This memorial would
not hold the cremains of any one but would
feature the names of the veterans that wish to
be remembered on this memorial.
We recommend that an eternal flame be
incorporated to symbolize their unwavering
service and dedication to this country and
this community’s eternal gratitude for their
sacrifices.

Recommendation:

We believe that any veteran who wishes to be
honored on this memorial, whether they are
interred within Hazelwood Cemetery or not,
should be encouraged to so. We further believe
in doing so that Hazelwood Cemetery will
strengthen its connection to the community.

We believe that the proposed design of the
Remembrance Garden will strengthen the
visitors’ experience of connection with their
interred loved ones. This might be further
enhanced through allowing columbarium to
emphasize the uniqueness and intimate nature
for each niche.

COALESCENCE MONUMENT

We recommend that a scatter garden should
be constructed at the center of Remembrance
Garden to provide ample space for the those
who will be using this amenity.

• Recommendation:

ISSUE:

Re-establishing the Heart of Hazelwood Cemetery

Concern:

The historic central plaza was never completed,
and therefore, the cemetery’s overall plan was
weakened.

Recommendation:

We recommend redefining the Central Plaza
and the “Heart” of Hazelwood Cemetery with
the Coalescence Monument composed of the
cremains of members of community. In so
doing, we believe that the “Heart of Hazelwood
Cemetery” will be physically, literally, and
symbolically renewed.

Recommendation:

In the same way that the Remembrance Plaza
and Way of Reflections provides a transitional
sequence that prepares people for the events to
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Recommendation:

We believe that the Coalescence Monument
would be an important new type of space,
structure, and tradition for funerary
memorialization.

•

Recommendation:

We believe that the Coalescence Monument,
which defines a place and reflects the
community for and from which it is created and
derived, can inspire individuals to become a
part of something communal and bigger after
they are gone.

Recommendation:

•

We recommend that the Coalescence
Monument be made of remembrance panels
of colored glass that are infused with the
cremains.

Recommendation:

We believe the consolidation of these memorial
colored glass panels which comprise the
Coalescence Monument would greatly increase
the number of internments possible at
Hazelwood Cemetery.

•

Recommendation:

The Coalescence Monument would be an
outdoor pavilion that is open to the elements
and connects the interred and visitor to the
surroundings and the natural elements.

Recommendation:

We believe that the Coalescence Monument
could be a symbol of community for the
cemetery and citizens of Springfield.

Recommendation:

We believe that the Coalescence Monument will
reestablish the Central Plaza as the “Heart of
Hazelwood Cemetery”.

Recommendation:

We suggest that with the use of advanced
technologies, holograms of the deceased can be
created to give visitors a realistic visual of their
loved ones. Projected beams of light from inside
the center well create the visual 3D picture or
video recording of the individual.

Recommendation:

We recommend that the structure embody the
following qualities:
• It should be similar in height to the
surrounding trees, so:
• It can be seen from either gate
• As to attract all people and views
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towards the center of Hazelwood
Cemetery
• That the structure creates a strong and
sturdy presence
Materials
• The translucent structure complements
its surroundings
• The cremains infused in stained glass
will cover the interior walls
• A strong, translucent covering will
protect the facade
• Advanced technology and structures
would be utilized
Form
• Its form will be organic and curvilinear
• Its form will be visually interesting and
welcoming
• The symbolism of the spiral supports
the idea of ever-changing and evolving

Recommendation:

We recommend that the use of natural and
artificial light will enhance the spiritual qualities
of the Coalescence Monument to promote a
deeper, more profound experience.

First
Meeting

At the first community meeting, the CCS team prepared a Goals
Workshop for the community members and two display boards
that described the project research they had been exploring. One
board described the precedents researched, such as cemetery
entrances, columbariums, and internment service spaces. The
second board described the team’s research related to Hazelwood
Cemetery’s assets, challenges, and history.

Attendance

Research

As the community members
arrived they were randomly
assigned to a discussion
group. Each name badge had
a number that corresponded
to one of the workshop
discussion tables.

The boards were displayed
at the meeting for the
community participants
to read and discuss with
the team members. These
boards gave a context for
the goals, objectives, and
methods discussions.
FIG. 1.1.3

Group
Organization
Four workshop groups
were organized with 7-9
community members in
each. Each group had 2
student facilitators.
FIG. 1.1.5

FIG. 1.1.4

Table Discussion
At each table, both the team members and community participants
discussed the best goal for the project, objectives that could
support the selected goal, and different methods that might be
used to achieve these objectives.

FIG. 1.1.6
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During the Goal Workshop the community participants were divided into groups of 7-9. Each group had
student facilitators. The groups were lead through a structured gaming process that focused the group’s
discussion on forced trade-offs. The group selections were made and the rationale for why, was carefully
noted by the facilitator. In this process, the participants were given a deck of cards with goal statements
on them. They were each asked to select the card that best represented their view of the long-term
goal for Hazelwood. They each read their card and explained their reasoning. The group was then given
limited time to reduce the selected goal statements to the single one that they could all agree upon. The
group was then asked to go through the process again to pick out the best objectives or strategies for
approaching that goals attainment. Then again for the methods for implementation.

Table Discussion
Each table chose their own goal, objectives, and methods for the
project. The topic that was the most challenging to choose among
community members was the selection of the single goal. One of
the most popular goals for the cemetery among the groups was “to
have a park-like setting that reflects a space of both tranquillity and
reflection”.

FIG. 1.1.7

Group Conclusion
After the discussion, each discussion group presented their results.
Each table presented their chosen goal, objectives, and methods
and gave a brief statement of the reasoning behind their choices.

FIG. 1.1.8

Meeting Wrap-Up
After each discussion group had presented, there was a brief large
group discussion of the evening’s event and the various tables
results. Although there was some similarity among the community
members’ selected goal statements, there was a good range of
strategies for how those goals could be implemented in the coming
years. There was strong agreement that the goal workshop was a
very valuable process that helped the community participants focus
their attention on the issues influencing Hazelwood Cemetery, for
better understanding the viewpoints of others participants, and the
range of potential ideas worthy of consideration.
FIG. 1.1.9
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Goals, Objectives and Methods
Goals

Frequency of Selection

Blank: Continue to improve to honor our
residents and provide for the community.
Have an identity that is complimentary to, but
distinctive from Springfield national cemetery.
Be strictly used as a cemetery and for no other
public use.
Provide a place for the perpetual care of the
grave sites of the departed.
Be able to accommodate the burial of persons
from any culture and with any belief.
Become a recognized model for cemetery
design and management.
Be a public space open to anyone.
Be respected as a hallowed site.
Have a park-like setting that promotes
tranquility and reflection.
Be seen as a time capsule that commemorates
its, and Springfield’s, evolving history.
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Goals, Objectives and Methods
Objectives
Develop a landscape plan for ever-changing
seasonal color and texture.

Frequency of Selection

Install several public memorials and
markers throughout the cemetery.
Be a non-prominent public property/service
area within the city.
Optimize the number of future burials that
can occur at Hazelwood Cemetery.
Develop a coordinated signage and wayfinding system.
Present a unified and coordinated
appearance.
Retain and upgrade the public works facility.
Develop off -site to on-site views for all
perimeters.
Accommodate parking on site during high
use events.
Develop a visually non-intrusive security
enclosure system.
Use the same or similar materials present in
the Springfield National Cemetery.
Restrict access to the cemetery to daylight
hours.
Provide internal access between Springfield
National Cemetery and Hazelwood
Cemetery.
Provide multiple locations for outdoor and
indoor burial services on site.
Be developed as an arboretum.
Be constantly evolving to accommodate
changes in funerary traditions and services.
Develop several small open-air shelters/
pavilions for reflective contemplation.
Have one, or more, prominent entrances.
Develop a series of prominent on site
(internal) vistas.
Develop a new cemetery office and
support complex with staff and guest
parking.
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Goals, Objectives and Methods
Objectives
Relocate the regional public works
facility to a new off site location.

Frequency of Selection

Be a visually prominent public landscape
within the city.
Develop off site parking during high use
events.
Have a flexible/adaptable design
arrangement.
Create a hierarchy of lanes within the
cemetery.
Establish prominent visual landmarks
within the cemetery to give it spatial
identity.
Work with the adjacent property owners
to upgrade the cemetery’s surrounding
context.
Create an environment that is highly
recognizable by the public: visually,
symbolically, auditorily.
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Goals, Objectives and Methods
Methods
Blank: Interpretative history speaker
with a history of National and Hazelwood
Cemetery.

Frequency of Selection

Blank: Move maintenance to another
location. Build a new office and
maintenance facility with 6-8 parking.
Blank: Address Sunset as a walk/bike link
with walk access.
Blank: Provide for proper records
preservation.
Diversify the tree species.
Build a new public works barn at the
Hazelwood Cemetery.
Construct a memorial carillon tower.
Build an enclosing stone wall to match
the Springfield National Cemetery.
Create two or more cemetery entrances.
Add lighting throughout the cemetery.
Create a cohesive design for interpretive
and way-finding signage.
Create a stone and metal entry gate.
Add designated pedestrian pathways.
Create an emblem for Hazelwood
Cemetery that can be used on the gate(s)
and signage.
Place a symbolic gate on Glenstone
Avenue at the original Hazelwood
Cemetery entry.
Create memorial rose and lily gardens.
Build an enclosing wall of wrought
iron with ivy and/or flowering vines.
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Goals, Objectives and Methods
Methods
Move the cemetery’s entry gate to
Sunset Street.

Frequency of Selection

Use some of the unsold and
unused burial sites for public uses:
memorials, water features, shelters.
Construct a nondenominational
chapel.
Incorporate one or more columbarium
sites.
Create a memorial walk.
Pave all the pedestrian pathways with
a hard surface material.
Widen Sunset Street and improve the
street appearance adjacent to the
cemetery.
Eliminate unnecessary roads and
paths.
Combine the cemetery office and
cemetery maintenance in one
building.
Establish memorial sprinkle gardens
for cremated remains.
Build an enclosing wall of stone pillars
with wrought iron fencing between.
Construct the water feature(s) of the
original plan.
Improve the street appearance along
glenstone Avenue adjacent to the
cemetery.
Move the cemetery’s entry gate to
Glenstone Avenue.
Place a symbolic gate on Glenstone
Avenue at the original black cemetery
entry.
Provide an enlarged and secure
cemetery office.
Create memorials and landmarks
within the cemetery.
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Goals, Objectives and Methods
Methods
Pave all traffic lanes with a common
material.

Frequency of Selection

Provide public toilets and water
fountains throughout the cemetery.
Create a secure enclosure which still
allows views into the cemetery.
Eliminate the access to Hazelwood
Cemetery from Seminole Street.
All traffic lanes and pedestrian
pathways shall be made handicap
accessible.
Build a security enclosure and visual
barrier between the cemetery and
adjacent housing.
Add more shrubs and flowering plants
throughout the cemetery.
Designate a parking area for staff and
people visiting the office.
Blank: Widen Sunset and put in
second entrance off Sunset. Then
put a wall all around Hazelwood and
National so that it’s identifiable as a
cemetery area and provides a divide
from residents.
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Second
Meeting

At the second community meeting, the CCS team developed a
frequency analysis of the goals, objectives, and methods selected
during the previous meeting’s Goal Workshop. A PowerPoint was
presented to briefly summarize the team’s latest work and explain
the meeting’s agenda. The CCS team discussed their initial design
ideas for the cemetery that were based on their understanding
of the design issues identified to date with the community
participants using a personal one-to-one format. Once more the
meeting concluded with a large group discussion pertaining to
what the community participants had seen, liked, disliked, and
recommended that the CCS team explore further.

Attendance

Presentation

This meeting had an
excellent mix of new and
returning community and
city staff participants.

As before, the CCS team
presented a brief PowerPoint
to recap the first meeting,
explain the outcomes from
the Goal Workshop, and
describe the work that
had been developed from
that information since the
previous meeting.

FIG. 1.1.10

Frequency Analysis

FIG. 1.1.11

The CCS team prepared
charts that showed the
number of times each goal,
objective, and method
was selected during the
Goal Workshop and which
of those were ultimately
chosen by the discussion
group as their agreed upon
choice.

FIG. 1.1.12

Student’s Individual Designs
Each student displayed two boards where they showed their
individual approach for the cemetery’s future. They explored
elements such as grid pattern, entrance, buildings, signage, and
landscaping. After the presentation, the community members
approached each student’s proposal. The students gave a brief
statement on their design ideas and engaged in discussion with the
community.
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FIG. 1.1.13

The CCS team’s strategy for this meeting’s activity was to present a wide array of design ideas for the
overall cemetery and to ascertain the community participants likes and dislikes more clearly. Each
community participant was given a set of green and red dot stickers that they used to express whether
they liked or disliked. They also were given a set of post-it notes so they could leave individual comments
on the boards. After the one-to-one discussions with the CCS team and the “voting” with stickers and
post-it notes was completed, the group assembled in a large circle for a group discussion. The likes and
dislikes were discussed and “debated” to ascertain more clearly the group’s general values and hierarchy
of opinions related to the needs of Hazelwood Cemetery’s future.

Community Feedback
During the one-to-one discussions between the CCS team and
community participants, the vision concepts were explored and
critiqued both verbally and with sticky dots and post-it notes.
By visiting with each team member, the community participants
received a thorough understanding of the intention of each
approach. This diversity of concept strategies helped to widen the
viewpoints of the community participants and caused many to stop
and ponder.
FIG. 1.1.14

Group Discussion
As before, everyone sat in a circle to review the evening’s event
and to provide feedback on the various approaches. The focus
of the discussion was not to choose one vision concept over
another, but to explore threads of conceptual ideas that seemed
to fit the evolving group values, concept strategy, priorities, and
widening viewpoints. This once more provided the CCS team
with a more refined understanding to the problems, issues and
community participant attitudes.
FIG. 1.1.15

During the group discussion, a healthy “debate” of the vision ideas
took place, with many statement of both likes and dislikes for the
same idea. This helped to clarify the idea and the way that people
were seeing the different interpretation of the proposal. This
dialogue among the community participants provided excellent
feedback and assistance to the CCS team.

FIG. 1.1.16
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Third
Meeting

By the time of the third meeting, the CCS team had worked
together to generate a team master plan vision for Hazelwood
Cemetery. Further, each team member had selected a component
of the team’s plan to personally design for the remainder of the
semester. At the third meeting, the eight CCS team members
each presented boards of their design concepts for their selected
component of the master plan vision. Accompanying the individual
component boards was a rendered master plan board that showed
the complete vision proposal.

Unified Master
Plan

Introduction of
Models

Based on the insights
developed during the firsthalf of the semester, the
CCS team developed a
group masterplan vision
and selected individual
components of the plan to
design in detail.

Several CCS team members
presented their design ideas
using presentation boards
and study models. These
different ways of expressing
the 3-dimensionality
of the designs helped
the community better
comprehend the ideas.
FIG. 1.1.17

Use of Technology
A video of the proposed
fence and gate design was
created that took the viewer
along Glenstone Avenue to
Sunset Street, then around
the proposed roundabout
and through the new main
gate into the cemetery.
FIG. 1.1.18

FIG. 1.1.19

Student’s Approach to Specific Aspects
The feedback from the community participants was focused
on both the overall master plan vision and individual design
component proposals. The CCS team explored designs for the:
enclosing fence and new gate structure, office and grounds
facility complex, Remembrance Plaza and Way of Reflection,
Celebration of Life Center, 150th Anniversary Commemorative
Memorial, Columbarium and Scatter Garden Complex, Coalescence
Monument, and lane and landscaping upgrading.
FIG. 1.1.20
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The intention for and format of this meeting was the same as the previous community meeting. The CCS
team wished to receive feedback from the community participants about the overall master plan vision
and conceptual approaches being explored pertaining to each component of the plan. Once more the
one-to-one discussions were facilitated with the community participants critiquing the ideas orally and
with stickers and post-it note comments. Through the one-to-one discussions the community participants
were more able to understand the linkage between the component ideas and the overall vision. An
important design strategy/concept that was being developed throughout the various proposals was the
idea that each design vision in some way would link the design proposal to the following three realms: the
earth, temporal existence, and the sky.

Community’s Feedback
Once again the community participants talked with each CCS team
member and provided direct feedback verbally, with sticky dots
and post-it note comments. This feedback was of great importance
since this was the last formal meeting before the CCS team would
return to present their final recommendations for Hazelwood
Cemetery’s master plan vision.

FIG. 1.1.21

Study Models
As in previous community meetings, CCS team members prepared
study models of their design recommendations to assist the
community participants in visualizing the spatial character of the
proposal. These models and the computer rendered images of the
proposed structures and spaces provided a good representation of
the materials, spatial dimensions, lighting qualities, and suggested
detailing.
FIG. 1.1.22

Final Feedback
As was customary at the end of each community meeting, the
participants gathered to discuss the proposals and give direction.
This group discussion was of importance in that it was the final
time for the community participants to have input into this stage of
the visioning process. At the next meeting, the CCS team would be
presenting their final visioning recommendations for each design
component and the overall master plan.
FIG. 1.1.23
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Fourth
Meeting

The fourth community meeting was the final stage of the initial
community/university collaborative visioning process. However, it
is not the final community visioning meeting related to Hazelwood
Cemetery. This meeting ends the formal involvement of the CCS
in the visioning with the presentation of the CCS team’s vision
recommendations for Hazelwood Cemetery. This will include the
revised Hazelwood master plan vision proposal and the design
vision recommendations for each of the studied master plan
components.

Final Master Plan

Interview

Hazelwood Cemetery’s final
master plan vision was a
collaborative effort of 8-third
year architecture students
and more than 50 Springfield
citizens and city staff. The
time spent on this study
by just those 8 students
exceeds 2,400 hours.

Kalyn Ahrens being
interviewed by KOLR10
News. This provided
an opportunity to get
the message out about
Hazelwood Cemetery’s
150th anniversary and
the collaborative visioning
process.
FIG. 1.1.24

Presentation
The final presentation of
vision recommendations
to the community was a
combination of PowerPoint,
Video, Model, and computer
rendered presentation
boards. The video was a
fly-around and through the
proposed cemetery vision.
FIG. 1.1.25

FIG. 1.1.26

Students Respond to Questions
After the PowerPoint presentation and video, the CCS team took
questions from the audience. The audience was extremely positive
about the master plan vision, but had several questions pertaining
to the clarification of the proposal. A few of the questions raised
pertained to the energy efficiency of the suggested office design,
number of and location of parking around the Celebration of Life
Center, number of columbarium spaces added to the cemetery,
and materiality and character of the Coalescence Lumarium
Monument and how intrusive it would be to the existing grave sites
near it.
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FIG. 1.1.27

This is the end of the initial visioning phase, but the beginning of the second phase. After the CCS team’s
involvement, the city and advisory committee will receive the final presentation boards, prepared video,
and document detailing the visioning process, research, and final recommendations. This document,
referred to as the “Visioning Tool-Kit”, will be presented to the advisory committee as the background for
their ongoing Hazelwood Cemetery visioning assignment. As such, the presentation of the CCS team’s
final design vision recommendations at this fourth meeting was crucial for communicating the conceptual
intentions, values, and hierarchy of the recommendations. The communication of this information to
not only the advisory committee and community participants who regularly attended the meetings
throughout the process, but also the broader community and city officials was of great importance.

Final Site Model
To help the community members further understand the student’s
vision for Hazelwood Cemetery, a site model was constructed to
show the proposed landscaping, redesign roads and paths, and
placement of the proposed additions to the cemetery.

FIG. 1.1.28

Final Presentation Boards
After the PowerPoint presentation and video, the CCS team
discussed their vision ideas in greater depth with the community
participants in a one-to-one fashion. The final recommendations
were clarified and issues discussed and noted. The final boards
were given to the city and will be displayed at Hazelwood cemetery
over the Memorial Day weekend. The final video will be upgraded
and made available to the city for display on the city’s website.
FIG. 1.1.29

Positive Reaction
The response from the audience was very positive. Although the
vision stretched the creative imagination of many, all saw the
need to be open to diverse ideas, to changing social and cultural
traditions, to the ever-changing technological context that we live
in, and to the reality that we cannot imagine what will be the norm
in 25-50 years. The Visioning Advisory Committee and city staff
now take up the role of reviewing these vision recommendations
and preparing a vision for Hazelwood Cemetery that can guide and
evolve with the community in the years to come.
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FIG. 1.1.30
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Historical Organization and
Layout of Cemeteries

Spring Grove Cemetery
•

The Spring Grove Cemetery was established in 1845 as a rural
cemetery outside Cincinnati, Ohio. Most cemeteries of the mid
1800s were located outside of town and away from populated
areas. This would begin the typology of cemeteries; vast landscape
with vistas that could continue onto the horizon.

•

Qualities of the rural cemetery include a simpler layout for visitors
to circulate freely within a spacious and open landscape. Grave
markers are small and even flush with the ground to minimize
distractions. An arboretum will typically occupy most of the
cemetery to provide spaces for contemplation, consolation, and
commemoration in a tranquil setting. This was designed to enhance
the spiritual experience within nature and away from the stress of
the urban areas.

•

Overtime, cities grew to surround the rural cemeteries. Developments
bordered the cemetery and residential complexes would take over
and control what was once countryside. Unfortunately, the former
peaceful rural cemeteries are now engulfed by the ever-expanding
city’s and their modern lifestyle.

In the same way, when Hazelwood Cemetery was founded it was located
five-miles outside Springfield’s city limits on the rolling farmland of the
Kickapoo Prairie. Today, the surrounding residences, traffic, businesses
and mall parking lot restrict the views of the cemetery and any remnant
of the prairie landscape.
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FIG. 2.1.1
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Woodlands Cemetery
•

The 54-acre Woodlands Cemetery is in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It
was established in 1840 as a rural cemetery focused on reserving the
landscape for natural scenery.

•

This cemetery is famous for its beautiful landscape and botany. This
landscape began with the planting and scattering of seeds throughout
the landscape at the request of Thomas Jefferson. Today, 720 historic
plants and trees remain from those original plants. Additionally, more
than 10,000 plant species are currently displayed in the cemetery to
enrich the environment with welcoming natural elements.

•

In plan, Woodlands Cemetery is a dynamic landscape with a radial
pattern focused around its roundabout. Paths that flow through the
cemetery allow visitor to meander around this park-like setting.

Hazelwood Cemetery also contains trees that help tell the stories of its
past. However, during the winter and summer seasons the current plant
life of trees and grasses in the cemetery lacks attractive color and texture. A
greater array of plant species needs to be planted in Hazelwood Cemetery
to create a beautiful landscape like Woodlands Cemetery’s.
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Fig. 2.1.2
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Sanctuary
Precedents

Chapels have long been a part of
cemeteries. They often fill multiple roles
such as enhancing aesthetics, serving as
landmarks, providing service spaces out
of the elements, to name but a few.

Fig. 2.2.1

Multi-Functional
Typically, cemetery chapels are
designed as multi-functional spaces
due to cost or space constraints
considerations. This design
characteristic occurs regardless of
aesthetic desires. However, when
designing a multi-functional chapel it
is imperative that the sacredness of
the space be maintained throughout.
The image to the left shows a chapel
with internments in the wings.

Fig. 2.2.2
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Fig. 2.2.3

Permanence
The permanence of a project
is often overlooked in building
construction, but should be a
primary characteristic in the
design of cemetery chapels.
Maintenance costs and reliability
are two key factors in building
permanence. The chapels shown
in the left image, was specifically
designed with permanence in
mind.

Fig. 2.2.4

Reflection
A space for reflection/meditation is an
important feature in many cemetery chapels.
As in Figures 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, the idea of
reflection can become a main concept for the
chapel design.

Fig. 2.2.5
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Fig. 2.2.6

Gothic
The Gothic chapel style is the
most common in cemeteries.
This style might be selected
to reflect the aesthetic values
of the benefactor, qualities
of strength and permanence
associated with the
architectural style, or to project
a historical identity.

Fig. 2.2.7

Outdoors
Outdoor “chapels” spaces
can be an economical
solution for internment
services. These outdoor
structures can create
spaces that integrate into
and highlight the cemetery
landscape, thus heightening
the internment service
experience. Conversely,
these outdoor service spaces
provide limited protection
and comfort during
inclement weather.
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Evolving Internment Trends
Cremation Numbers Rising
The Cremation Association of North America (CANA) estimates
that by 2025, many people across North America will choose
cremation over burial for end-of-life services.

Green Revolution
•

People have become more aware of their impact on the
environment

•

More people are choosing green alternatives and
sustainable options

•

This change in mindset has resulted in:
•

Increase in Cremations

•

Community Memorial Gardens

•

Community Mausoleums

•

Columbarium

•

Scatter Gardens

•

Stained Glass Sculptures

•

Eco-Friendly Funeral Options

•

Biodegradable Caskets

•

Space-Saving Burial Techniques

Reasons for Increase
•

Low Cost
•

Average Traditional Burial Costs: $7,000 - $10,000

•

Average Cremation Costs: $2,000 - $4,000

•

Limited Space Unsold in Existing Cemeteries

•

Greener Alternative to Burial

•

Flexible Options for Final Disposition
Fig. 2.3.2

Fig. 2.3.1
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Community
Memorial Gardens
Provides a tranquil
environment for the bereaved
to reflect and remember
their loved ones. Names are
engraved into monuments
and flat grave markers.
Fig. 2.3.3

Non-Religious
Columbarium
Provides accommodations
for persons from differing
backgrounds.. They tend to
be more modern in style and
innovative with their complexities
and incorporation of lights.

Fig. 2.3.4

Religious
Columbarium
Provides a place for persons
that share a common
belief. They tend to be
more traditional in style
and material with symbolic
religious representation.
Fig. 2.3.5

Scatter Gardens/
Columbarium
By incorporating both types
of accommodations, the
land becomes maximized in
its income potential while
providing a tranquil setting
for reflections.
Fig. 2.3.6
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Enclosure
Precedents

The enclosure marks the boundary, provides security, and creates
an identity for the cemetery.

Fig. 2.4.1

Traditional Cast Iron
Cast iron fencing provides a classical look, while maintaining
visibility into and out of the cemetery. One disadvantage of the
visibility into the cemetery is a lack of privacy during internment
services from outside distractions. Conversely, an advantage of
visibility into the cemetery is the added security it provides in being
able to react more quickly to problem situations. Tall cast iron
enclosures do create a sense of safety, but can also be uninviting or
unwelcoming.

Fig. 2.4.2

Brick and Cast Iron
The brick in this precedent would helps to create a linkage with the
Hazelwood Cemetery Office and the Springfield national Cemetery,
while possessing the benefits of cast iron enclosure. This enclosure
would have the same concerns as mentioned in the traditional
cast iron section and brings into question whether brick is the
correct material or whether stone would be more dignified and
period appropriate. This brick and cast iron enclosure could also
incorporate vegetation as a screening option.

Fig. 2.4.4

Fig. 2.4.3
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Fig. 2.4.5

Concrete and Metal Fencing
The combined concrete and metal enclosure provides a visual
appearance like stone and metal. A disadvantage of this option is
the upkeep of concrete; look at the current concrete enclosure wall
as a reference. Since this option has a metal portion, there would
be visibility into and out of the cemetery.
Fig. 2.4.6

Stone with a Gate
This option allows limited visibility into and out of the cemetery, except at the gates. There are several
benefits of the option, it reduces visibility and outside noise, thus, increasing privacy for people and
services. However, it does decreased visibility into the cemetery, so the beautiful foliage of the cemetery
cannot be seen by passers-by or can they provide visual security. An advantage of this option would
be the visual continuity it would provide around the entire cemetery and with the adjacent Springfield
National Cemetery. Yet care must be taken to assure that Hazelwood Cemetery possesses its own strong
identity and that its presence does not become over powered by its similarity with the Springfield National
Cemetery.

Fig. 2.4.8

Fig. 2.4.9

Fig. 2.4.7
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Entrance Precedents

The study of cemetery
entrances was undertaken to
explore issues of symbolism,
security, scale, and materiality.

Fig. 2.5.1

Historic Inspiration
Mount Auburn Cemetery’s entrance
is a monumental expression, inspired
by ancient Egyptian architecture,
built of minimalistic white bricks.

Fig. 2.5.2

Rough Materiality
Built of red sandstone and using red brick in both its
interior and structural foundation, the McClellan Gate was
Arlington National Cemetery’s first gate.

Fig. 2.5.3

Classical Symbolism
La Recoleta’s gated entrance is
inspired by neoclassical architecture.
Its most notable characteristic is its
classical Doric columns.
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Upon passing through the gate at Eastlawn Cemetery visitors observe three flag poles that mark the
junction of the entry and exit way. Behind the flag pole island, cars circulate around the main service
area, which is the most significant characteristic of the cemetery. Another interesting aspect of Eastlawn
Cemetery is that it provides both burial and cremation services. An aspect of the cemetery that was
judged problematic was its lack of continuity in its fencing system, which is a combination of wood, chainlink, and brick fencing.

Minimalist Protection
The Aisne-Marne American Cemetery gate is
made of black steel with an enclosing wall
constructed of white stone blocks.

Fig. 2.5.4

Portal Entryway
Woodlawn Cemetery has an arched entrance that both frames the
view and welcomes visitors to the cemetery.

Fig. 2.5.5

Fig. 2.5.6

Strong Modernity
Built from wrought iron, the Congressional
Cemetery’s entrance displays a curved nameplate
sign from 1923 and two matching pedestrian
gates on each side.
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Outdoor Lighting
Precedents
It is possible to create a cohesive
visual experience throughout the
cemetery via period-appropriate
lighting. The lighting will transform
the space while illuminating the
site and guiding visitors.

Fig. 2.6.1

The choice of lighting should help
achieve the idea of crafting an
aesthetic that carries through the
cemetery and that maintains the
dignity of this sacred place.

Fig. 2.6.3

Fig. 2.6.2

Fig. 2.6.4
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Landscaping
Precedents
Fig. 2.7.1
Fig. 2.7.3

Hazelwood Cemetery would
benefit from a landscape
plan that considered the
color, texture and settings of
the plantings throughout the
year. The inclusion of winter
friendly trees and shrubbery
would help strengthen
and extend the cemetery’s
park-like characteristic that
has been expressed by so
many community people.
Such a landscaping scheme
would welcome visitors to
cemetery year-round and
promote a beautiful setting
and foster an inviting sense
of tranquillity throughout the
cemetery.
Of particular importance
should be the creation of
Center Drive as a tree-lined
lane that accentuates the
center axis of the cemetery
and gives the cemetery a
major visual presence.

Fig. 2.7.2

Fig. 2.7.4
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Cemetery
Symbolism

Since prehistoric times, monuments and sculptures have been the
prevailing way for humans to commemorate their deceased. In
the more recent era, western cemeteries have developed a certain
language of symbols that evoke a certain feeling or quality that
were prominent in a person. Collected here are some examples.

Acanthus
The thorny leaves of
acanthus represent the
prickly journey through life.

Fig. 2.8.2

Laurel

Pansies

Laurel leaves are a historical
symbol for victory and glory.

Pansies are placed at a grave
to emphasize remembrance.
Fig. 2.8.1
Fig. 2.8.5

Fig. 2.8.6

Corn
Fig. 2.8.3

Corn is a symbol that can be
found all around the world. It
is mostly used to represent
fertility and rebirth.

Bellflower

Bellflowers are a symbol of
gratitude.
Fig. 2.8.4

Ivy

Wheat

The endurance of the ivy
shows immortality and
fidelity.

Wheat commemorates a
person who lived a long and
fruitful life.

Weeping Willow

Weeping willows stand for
grief and sorrow.
Fig. 2.8.7

Fig. 2.8.8
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Fig. 2.8.9

Bear
The bear is an animal that
can have a positive or a
negative connotation. The
main symbolism used in
cemeteries is the notion that
they were beasts known for
reforming the heathens.
Fig. 2.8.10
Fig. 2.8.11

Dog

Lion

Dogs on a gravestone signify
fidelity, loyalty and vigilance.
In Buddhist culture, dog
sculptures are placed as
guardians of temples.

Lions are representative of
courage and majesty.

Lamb
Lamb are often placed over
children’s graves as a symbol
of innocence.

Fig. 2.8.12

Fig. 2.8.13

Owl

Butterfly

Owls are commonly put on
grave sites as an beacon for
watchfulness and wisdom.

The life cycle of a butterfly
is resemblant of the cycle of
life, death and resurrection.

Fig. 2.8.14
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Fig. 2.8.16

Fig. 2.8.15

The Seven Virtues

Faith will be holding a cross, a chalice or a candle.
Hope carries an anchor. Charity is often shown
nursing a child or holding a flame, food or water
for the less fortunate. Temperance was often
placed on tombs of prohibitionists or teetotallers;
she carries a water pitcher as a symbol of clean
living. Prudence has either a snake or a dragon
fortitude and justice to stand for wisdom and the
quest for self-knowledge. Fortitude is the warrior,
she has a club and sometimes a helmet and a
shield, nothing more. Justice always holds a scale.

The seven virtues are a Christian belief: three are
theological virtues and four are the moral virtues.
They are personified in the form of sculpted
female figures and are sometimes places in
cemeteries. The first three are faith, hope and
charity, the other four are temperance, prudence,
fortitude and justice. You rarely find all seven
together. Usually you’ll find the theological virtues
accompanied by one moral virtue.

Fig. 2.8.17

Dove with an Olive
Branch
Symbol for the holy ghost.

Fig. 2.8.18

Fig. 2.8.20

Fig. 2.8.19

The Heart

Pebbles

The heart in different forms
can relate to the passion of
Christ, piety or love.

Leaving a pebble or
similar object on the grave
memorialises the departed.
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Materials and Forms Precedents
An important part of the design process is the study of similar project solutions. By analysing solutions to
similar design challenges, suggested strategies for responding to the issues at hand can be identified.

Nearby Materials
The adjacency of Hazelwood Cemetery and
Springfield National Cemetery requires that
both be carefully studied to establish a proper
relationship and hierarchy. For example, the
national cemetery’s enclosing wall is made
of stone blocks and concrete, which projects
strength, durability, and permanence.
These materials would also work well at Hazelwood Cemetery since they are consistent
with its historical identity. However, we suggest
that the color, finish, pattern, and mortar joint
used in the construction of the Hazelwood
Cemetery enclosure be varied to contrast the
enclosing wall systems. We recommend that a
more modern design and use of the material
would help give Hazelwood Cemetery its own
identity.

The Design
As seen in the picture, the Springfield National
Cemetery’s enclosing wall is constructed of rectilinear stones. The enclosure around the older
section of the cemetery is made of stone, while
the enclosing wall around the new section is
made of concrete. The only openings in this
enclosure are at the point of entry. The wall is
solid and not very high; however, it provides
good visual privacy and moderate security. No
vegetation has been allowed to grow up near
the wall, thus the large expanse of the stone
enclosing wall gives the cemetery a stark and
formal appearance.

Fig. 2.9.1
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Landscaping
This multilevel garden is
accentuated by the steps
that gives order to the space.
The vegetation provides
spatial order, colorful
textures, and scale to the
areas.
Fig. 2.9.2

Fig. 2.9.3

Signage
By using the same materials,
yet pushing and pulling it
to create different surface
shapes, interesting forms
and information can be
produced on surfaces.

Fig. 2.9.4

Gates
The design has elements
of a classical building, but
is expressed in modern
materials; the oversized
arches and metal gates
express its monumentality.
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Texture
Stone is a material of the
earth that is quarried in the
Springfield area. Its many
finishes and patterns can
create a strong identity of
permanence and strength.
It is a modern material with
a long historic architecture
connection.

Fig. 2.9.5

Enclosure
This combination of stone
and iron creates a semi-private environment with an
increased level of security,
yet views to the outside. The
LANDSCAPING
metal screen comes in differdolor sit, .
entLorem
shapesipsum
and patterns.
Fig. 2.9.6

Roundabout
Roundabouts are used as an
efficient solution to connect
intersections that allowing
cars to flow without having
to stop. At the same time, the
LANDSCAPING
reduced speed of vehicles
ipsum dolor
sit, .
andLorem
can provided
pedestrian
spaces on the interior.

Fig. 2.9.7
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Street Patterns
Streets can be differentiated
by the use of different
materials or patterns.
A more residential or
important street can be
LANDSCAPING
highlighted to give visual and
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit,to.
experiential
importance
the site.
Fig. 2.9.8
Fig. 2.9.9

Light Fixtures
Solar powered lights reduce
consumption and costs
of electricity. This fixture
combines the classical with
the modern to create an
LANDSCAPING
elegant and efficient design.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit, .

Urbanism
Thinking of ones context
is an important design
challenge to create a
more friendly and efficient
environment for both the city
LANDSCAPING
and cemetery. This streets
Lorempedestrian
ipsum dolor
sit, .
provides
friendly
spaces and vegetation.

Fig. 2.9.10
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Challenges
Inconsistency
Roads

Enclosure

At Hazelwood Cemetery, there are
five different enclosure systems:
green chain link fence, silver chain
link fence, wood fence, concrete
wall, and hedge. The lack of
consistency generates a sense
of disarray and a poor image.

There is a lack of consistency
associated with the lanes
within the cemetery. These
lanes vary in materials and
upkeep, which weakens the
cemetery’s image as well.

Organization

During the past 150-years, the
cemetery plan has been modified
many times, which has led to a lack
of cohesiveness in the cemetery
design and functionality. Similarly,
the comprehensive documentation
of names and locations of all the
people who have been buried in the
cemetery has not been maintained.

Fig. 2.10.1

Fig. 2.10.3

Fig. 2.10.4

Fig. 2.10.5

Fig. 2.10.2

O

ffi

Fig. 2.10.6

Fig. 2.10.7

Visibility

The Office

Entrance

The entrance to Hazelwood
Cemetery, currently located at
Seminole Street and Center Drive,
lacks prominence due to its size,
location, and signage. This entrance
is visually insignificance and hard to
locate within the Springfield National
Cemetery’s frontage. Additionally,
this entrance also serves as the
service entry to the large City of
Springfield’s Public Works Facility
located in the Hazelwood Cemetery.

ce

Fig. 2.10.8

The Hazelwood Cemetery’s
administrative office is in a small
brick building near the location
of the original entrance to the
cemetery on Glenstone Avenue.
With the entrance to the cemetery
now moved to Seminole Street,
the office is isolated near the east
property line under a grove of
trees. The office is visually hard
to locate, is separated from the
Public Works Facility, lacks adequate
security, and proper programmatic
accommodations for the staff and
visitors.
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Identity

Hazelwood Cemetery lacks identity
within the City of Springfield and
along the Glenstone Avenue
corridor. These hallowed grounds
possess a rich history and significant
natural beauty, yet many citizens of
Springfield do not know that it exists
or recognizes it as they drive past
on Glenstone Avenue. Hazelwood
Cemetery needs to become
identifiable, iconic, and a place of
pride for the citizens.

Fig. 2.10.9

Disturbances
Visual and Auditory
Intrusions

The visual appearance and noise
associated with the Public Works
facility’s location in Hazelwood
Cemetery disrupts the visual
landscape and erodes the
hallowedness of the cemetery.
The large service complex with its
many trucks that drive through the

cemetery each day, the large parking
lot adjacent to the cemetery’s “Baby
Land” internment site, and the
piles of construction debris around
the facility all intrude upon the
functions, experience, and identity
of the cemetery. The Public Works
facility should be removed from
Hazelwood Cemetery.
Along the entire west property line
of the cemetery are the backyards
of the adjacent homes. These

Fig. 2.10.10

backyards are separated from the
cemetery by a chain link fence. The
activities on either side of the fence
can be distracting

Security

The cemetery office has been
robbed several times. The lack of
a lockable gate and low enclosing
fence that is easy to cross makes it
easy to access the cemetery ground
at any time.

Fig. 2.10.11

Fig. 2.10.12

Fig. 2.10.13
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Assets

Fig. 2.11.2

Grounds and
Location
It does not matter what time
of the year it is, Hazelwood
Cemetery is always beautiful.
The open space, abundance
of trees and fauna create
a tranquil natural respite
from the hectic city life
without leaving city limits.
Fig. 2.11.1

History

Fig. 2.11.3

Fig. 2.11.5

Fig. 2.11.6

Fig. 2.11.4

Hazelwood Cemetery has been
a part of Springfield history for
150 years. Many Springfieldians
have relatives or friends who have
had loved ones laid to rest there.
Many prominent Americans have
been buried there: congressmen,
war heroes, decorated athletes,
business people, and civic leaders.

Fig. 2.11.7

The Team
The citizens and staff members
that are a part of this
Hazelwood Cemetery visioning
process are dedicated to
seeing the cemetery become
a community asset. Everyone
who has a relationship
to Hazelwood Cemetery,
whether it be through work
or internment of a love one
there, cares deeply about the
cemetery and wish to see
it improved for the use and
enjoyment of future citizens.

Fig. 2.11.8

Fig. 2.11.9
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Existing Conditions
Key to the visioning process is assessing the current conditions of the cemetery. The following pages
documents some of Hazelwood Cemetery’s current conditions.

Vegetation
The vegetation is perhaps one
of the most notable features
of Hazelwood Cemetery.
Hazelwood Cemetery contains
approximately 800 trees of
many different species. The
majority of the cemetery is tree
covered with the exception
of the southern end. Some of
these trees are causing issues
with the road and headstones
and more than 200 of the trees
are dead, dieing, in ill-health
Fig. 10.10
and in need of attention.
Fig. 2.12.1

Fig. 2.12.2

Fig. 2.12.3
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Fig. 2.12.5

Fig. 2.12.6
Fig. 2.12.7

Fig. 2.12.8
Fig. 2.12.9

Fences
The picture above documents the different type of enclosing fences that are on or adjacent to Hazelwood
Cemetery. While all but the top two photos are of enclosing fences of the Springfield National Cemetery,
each illustrates the diverse aesthetic and overall character of the cemetery’s surroundings. The fences along
the western edge, that abuts the residential neighborhood, are chain link fences that are in disrepair.
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Fig. 2.12.10

Fig. 2.12.11

Landscape
Hazelwood Cemetery’s landscape can be described as a tree covered grass lawn that slopes gently from
north to southeast corner at Glenstone Avenue and Sunset Street.

Signage

Fig. 2.12.12

Fig. 2.12.13

Fig. 2.12.14
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Hazelwood Cemetery’s
informational and wayfinding
signage should be improved.
The entry sign for the cemetery
is extremely hard to locate and
read from a moving car. The
street signs are adequate, but
the announcement and rule
sign in front of the cemetery
office is hard to locate because
the office is isolated along the
east property line.

Office and Maintenance
The Cemetery Office and Grounds
facility and Public Works facility are all
located within Hazelwood Cemetery.
The Grounds facility is located within
the Public Works facility compound.
The Public Works facility services
the entire eastern half of the City of
Springfield. This large maintenance
compound is comprised of a large
concrete building and an asphalt lot
where cars, trucks and equipment are
stored. The compound is surrounded
by chain link fencing and is screened
by minimal vegetation. Not only is
the compound visually intrusive, the
morning and afternoon movement
of trucks and equipment through the
cemetery is disruptive.

Fig. 2.12.15

Fig. 2.12.16

The Cemetery Office is a separate
building from the compound and
is located along the Glenstone
Avenue property line near where the
cemetery’s original entry was located.
This office is inadequately laid out for
the number of employees and services
it provides and difficult to locate.

Fig. 2.12.17
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Lanes
The inconsistency of
the cemetery lane’s
configuration, materials,
and maintenance makes
wayfinding confusing.
Fig. 2.12.18

Some of the less frequented
lanes have been left
vegetated or are being
reclaimed by the lawn. These
lanes could be vacated
and used for internments
without effecting the
circulation within the
cemetery.

Fig. 2.12.19

In places, the lanes are in
disrepair. This diminishes
the aesthetic of the
cemetery’s landscape.

Fig. 2.12.20

Many of the dirt/gravel lanes
have not been adequately
maintained, which is
unsightly and makes it more
difficult for people to access
the grave sites; especially,
after its rained.
Fig. 2.12.21
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Historical
Development
of Hazelwood
Cemetery
The city of Springfield, MO purchased
the 80 acre plot from the Hazeltine
and Wood’s families in 1867 to become
the future home of a city-owned and
operated cemetery.
The Federal Government
requested 18 acres of the original
cemetery to become the new
site of the National Cemetery.
Therefore, a section of the
northeast corner of the cemetery
is sold to honor those involved in
the Civil War.
Additionally, 2-acres of the
Northwest corner of the cemetery
was later sold to Temple of Israel
to create a Jewish cemetery.
The pathways of Hazelwood
Cemetery began to be labelled like
city streets going from north to
south and east to west.
The Center Drive becomes the
cemetery’s main street that leads
to the plaza, or town square.
The land of the cemetery became
a testing ground for raising a
diverse collection of tree species.
Thus, an open landscape was
transformed into an arboretum
filled with colorful vegetation.
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Hierarchy 1867
The original plan was
designed around the
hierarchy of spaces with the
plaza as the focal point.

Grid plan 1867
This grid pattern is more
dynamic because the
addition of the diagonal
pathways between plots
begins to form complex
geometries.

Central Plaza 1867
The original plan includes a
centrally located plaza that
has pathways coming out
at the cardinal and ordinal
directions.

Fig. 2.13.2
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Site Context and Characteristics

|

The entrances and enclosure provide a historic identity while using modern
materials that enhances the visual environment.

Hazelwood Cemetery is celebrating its 150th anniversary in October 2017. This
historic cemetery contains the remains of soldiers who fought in every conflict
since the American Civil War and citizens, from all ethnic backgrounds, who have
contributed to the building of the City of Springfield.

History
Hazelwood Cemetery is
the largest city owned
cemetery in the state of
Missouri. The original
80-acre site has been
subdivided over the
years, with 18-acres
being sold to the
Federal Government
for a National Cemetery
and 2-acres being sold
to the Temple of Israel
for the Jewish Cemetery.
The remaining 60-acres
has in excess of 44,000
grave sites of which a
little more than half
have internments.

Location
The cemetery is located
along Glenstone Avenue
between Seminole and
Sunset Streets. South
of Sunset Street is
Battlefield Mall and its
large parking lot. To the
east and west of the
cemetery are residential
neighborhood. To the
north are apartments,
commercial business,
and a strip mall. The
traffic volume varies
throughout the day
and week. Glenstone
Avenue, which runs
along the east boundary
of the cemetery, is

a 4-lane street with
center turning lane
and has the largest
volume of traffic of
the three surrounding
streets. Both Seminole
and Sunset Streets are
two-lane adjacent to
the cemetery. During
peak seasonal shopping
periods, Sunset Street
can become congested.

About the Site
Hazelwood Cemetery
gently slopes from the
north to the southeast
corner. The tree
covered cemetery lawn
allows open views in
all directions across
the site. This diverse
tree cover provides
an array of colors and
textures during the
spring and fall months.
Vehicular lanes are
organized in a grid
pattern running north,
south, east, and west.
The current entrance
to the cemetery is
off Seminole Street
at Center Drive. This
entrance is understated
and hard to locate
due to its size and
lack of adequate
signage. Located
on the cemetery
grounds is the City of
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Springfield’s Public
Works facility that
services the eastern half
of the city. This large
maintenance complex
is visually and physically
disruptive to the
cemetery operations.
The Cemetery Office
is located along the
Glenstone property line
near the location of
the original cemetery
entrance. This office is
isolated, hard to locate,
and inadequate to serve
the staff and visitors

The Community
The residential
communities
surrounding the
cemetery have
indicated that they
enjoy living next to
the cemetery because
of the quiet, park-like
setting. Concerns have
been voiced by people
who have attended
services at the cemetery
that the lack of visual
and auditory separation
has interfered with
the solemness of the
internment service.
A desire to block the
view of the adjacent
backyards was
expressed.
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Fig. 2.14.1

An analysis of the site’s context and characteristics will help to identify the assets that you can work with
and the challenges that you will need to resolve during the planning and design stages. It is imperative
that you look beyond your own property boundaries and assess how the context will strengthen or
diminish your project and what might be done to minimize the influences. The vision of what Hazelwood
Cemetery’s might become should include propositions on how its continued improvement will influence
the surrounding properties for the better. The following is a look at some of the issues that will need to
be address during the visioning and design development process.

Enclosure
The walls surrounding
Hazelwood Cemetery
vary in height and
materials. The entrance
off Seminole Street
does not have a gate,
therefore the cemetery
is open to the public
24/7. On the diagram to
the right, the Springfield
National Cemetery has
been highlighted in
orange. The Springfield
National Cemetery is
completely enclosed
by a stone and has two
access gates.

Residential
Areas
There is a residential
neighborhood adjacent
to the west property
line of the cemetery
and another on the
east side of Glenstone
Avenue. The backyards
of the homes along the
west boundary face
the cemetery and are
separated by either a
wood privacy fence or
chain link fence. This
residential adjacency
creates visual and
auditory problems for
both the residents and
cemetery visitors.

Commercial
Areas
The blue area on
the diagram to the
right represents the
commercial areas that
are adjacent to the
cemetery. To the south is
the Battlefield Mall with
its large parking lot. To
the north are apartment
buildings, a strip mall,
and parking lot.
Fig. 2.14.2
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Main Entry and Views

Fig. 2.16.1

These pages explore the
issues associated with the
enclosing fence system and
views into and out of the
cemetery.

Fig. 2.16.2

Entry Signage
These pictures illustrate
the scale of the Hazelwood
Cemetery’s entry sign and
mailbox. Signage this small
is very difficult to see from a
passing car.

Entry View
Dignity of the Entry
The entry on Seminole Street
is the same entrance use by
the Springfield Public Works
trucks each morning and
afternoon. On average, more
public works vehicles use
this entry daily than visitors
to the cemetery.

Fig. 2.16.3

National Cemetery

Fig. 2.16.4

Juxtaposition
The close proximity to
Springfield National
Cemetery’s well designed
and dignified entrance
makes Hazelwood
Cemetery’s entrance seem
undignified, a mere service
entry.
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Fig. 2.14.2

The Entrance
The photo above shows the
Hazelwood Cemetery entrance.
There are no distinguishing
features that mark this lane as the
main entrance to the cemetery.
This entry has no physical gate
to control access, it has a small,
hard to locate and read sign, and
two visually unrelated flanking
walls. This appears to be nothing
more than a service entrance. The
visually prominent entry gate of
the Springfield National Cemetery
draws attention away from this
location.

The Walls
The enclosing wall system along
the Glenstone Avenue frontage

is comprised of a mix of stone,
concrete, and chain link. The
stone wall encloses the Springfield
National Cemetery, but quite often
is misunderstood as enclosing
Hazelwood Cemetery. The fourfoot-tall concrete and chain link
wall sections do enclose the
Hazelwood Cemetery, but only
symbolically. It does allow vies
into and out of the cemetery,
but provides no security. The
only way to recognize that a
cemetery is there is by viewing
the tombstones. There is no iconic
enclosing system or signage to
inform passers-by that Hazelwood
Cemetery is there.

Circulation
There is traffic on three of the four
sides of Hazelwood Cemetery.
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These are busy traffic corridors
throughout the day and week.
Along Glenstone Avenue and
Seminole Street there is a sidewalk,
but it is narrow and seldom
used. Along the half-mile section
of Glenstone Avenue between
Seminole and Sunset Streets there
are no pedestrian crossings and,
given the volume of traffic on
Glenstone Avenue, few people
cross at the intersection traffic
lights anyway.
Within Hazelwood Cemetery all
the lanes are vehicle accessible.
The lanes are either 8, 10, or 13
feet in width. All parking within the
cemetery occurs on or partially off
these lanes.

Fig. 2.16.4

Views Out
The most intrusive contextual
edges to the cemetery are the
Battlefield Mall (above) and rundown strip mall (right). Neither
are dignified or aesthetic pleasing
views for the people visiting
the hallowed grounds of the
Hazelwood Cemetery.
Fig. 2.16.5

Views In
The grounds of Hazelwood Cemetery are beautiful,
full of trees and its wide expanse of lawn. However,
the view of the cemetery from outside is marred
by the five different types of broken and/or rust
fencing that surrounds the grounds. Other than the
flowers placed on the tombstones, the grounds are
dominated most of the year by shades of green.
Fig. 2.16.6

Conclusion
Hazelwood Cemetery needs to replace the enclosing fence system and establish a perimeter fence that
is secure, appropriately dignified, and allows view into the park-like interior grounds. There needs to be
a formal gate established that clearly marks and celebrates the entry to this important historic cemetery.
The city should work with the surrounding property owners to jointly improve the visual aesthetic of
the streets, sidewalks, and property frontages facing this important city amenity. Vegetation should be
planted along the south edge of the Sunset Street right-of-way to screen the large expanse of Battlefield
Mall parking.
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Site
Programming
Fig. 2.17.1

The Hazelwood cemetery staff would benefit greatly from a new office building that provides a welcoming
and private space for grieving families and accommodates the staff’s programmatic duties better and with
greater security. The current Cemetery Office is nondescript and hard to find due to its isolated location.
This office should be at the “front door” to the cemetery and become an iconic part of the cemetery that
represents peace and dignity.
Accompanying the Cemetery Office should be a Grounds Facility. The interrelationship of the two staffs
need to be close to optimize work flow and improve security.

Fig. 2.17.2

Fig. 2.17.3

Fig. 2.17.4

Fig. 2.17.5

Fig. 2.17.6
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Fig. 2.17.7

Fig. 2.17.8

The City of Springfield Public Works facility compound should be removed from Hazelwood Cemetery because
of it functional and aesthetic intrusiveness. Furthermore, given that the Public Works programmatic needs
have grown and there is currently a need to enlarge the staff and facility, the Hazelwood Cemetery location is
becoming less viable by the day. The current location of the compound next to the residential neighborhood
and “Baby Land” the section of the cemetery set aside for infant burials is both visually and auditory disruptive
and insensitive to the feelings of the parents of the infants. The placement of the City of Springfield Public
Works facility in Hazelwood Cemetery can no long be justified.
Fig. 2.17.9

Fig. 2.17.10
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Context Analysis
Location within the City of Springfield
Hazelwood Cemetery is in the southeast quadrant of Springfield,
MO, along Glenstone Avenue between Seminole and Sunset Streets,
just north of Battlefield Mall. The cemetery is approximately fivemiles from the city square. To the east and west of the cemetery are
residential neighborhoods. To the north and south are commercial
malls. On three of its boundaries the cemetery abuts major traffic
corridors and on the fourth side it abuts the backyards of adjacent
homes.

Site

Fig. 2.18.1

Traffic Counts
AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Total Daily Volume

Glenstone Avenue
10/02/2013

1,822

2,638

30,407

Sunset Street
10/09/2013

499

928

8,506

Seminole Street
05/17/2011

423

498

5,610
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Fig. 2.18.2

Glenstone Avenue

Seminole Street

Hazelwood Cemetery

Sunset Street
Commercial

Single & Multi-Family

Expressway

Light Commercial

Transient Stay

Meador Park

Secondary Arterial

Residential
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Adjacent Commercial
There are businesses, retail stores, restaurants, and maintenance facilities on three sides of Hazelwood
Cemetery. Some of these structures are attractive, while others need attention. These structures have
large parking lots associated with them that distracts from the visually attractive and dignified approach
the cemetery deserves.

Spring Valley
Business Center

Brentwood
Shopping Center

A multiple business complex
is located outside of the
north entrance into the
cemetery. Its adjacency
and limited landscaping
diminishes the dignity of the
entrance.

A large retail strip center is
located near the southeast
corner of the cemetery.
The large parking lot and
minimal landscaping add to
the barren scenery outside
the cemetery.

Commercial
Retail stores, restaurants,
and maintenance facilities
are located near the
southeast corner of the
cemetery. Their parking
lots connect and add to the
intrusiveness of the massive
mall parking lots.

Battlefield Mall
Battlefield Mall’s large parking
lot and structure extends
along the entire southern
boundary of the cemetery. This
barren landscape is visually
unattractive and diminishes
the dignity of the cemetery’s
hallowed space.
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Adjacent Residential
There are single family residences along the east and west sides of Hazelwood Cemetery and multifamily apartment dwellings to the north. Many of these homes are highly visible from the cemetery. This
proximity provides privacy issues not only for the bereaved, but also for the resident.

Along the West
There are no visual
separations between the
residences and cemetery.
The bereaved may witness
disruptive activities during
services, while residents often
feel uncomfortable during
those same services.

Along the North
Apartment complexes,
accompanied by their large
parking lots and minimal
landscaping create a visually
unattractive and undignified
approach to the cemetery.

Along the East
The distance between the
residences and cemetery
provides privacy for both the
resident and the bereaved,
however, the highly travelled
Glenstone Avenue that lies
between causes disruption
during internment services.
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Cemetery:
Eastlawn

As part of research analysis, the visioning team studied different
local cemeteries to understand their assets and liabilities. Eastlawn
Cemetery is located at 2244 East Pythian Street, Springfield,
Missouri. Eastlawn’s assets includes two gateways: an entrance and
an exit. In front of and between the gateways there is a ground sign
with name and a description of the cemetery.

Fig. 2.15.1

Gateways
This cemetery has two
gateways: one functions as
an entrance and the other
as an exit. This creates a
clear traffic around the site’s
roundabout.

Fig. 2.15.2

Signage
In between Eastlawn
Cemetery’s gateways there
is a sign that gives the
cemetery’s name and a
sentence that reads “The
Memory Lane Cemetery”.

Natural Tunnels

Fig. 2.15.3

After going through the
cemetery’s gateway, visitors
pass a landscaped island
with three flag poles that is
used as a division between
the cemetery’s entry and
exit.

Fig. 2.15.3

Non-Denominational Chapel
At the center of Eastlawn Cemetery’s roundabout, visitors pass
the cemetery’s internment service space. This building gives the
cemetery its identity and character. Because of it is location, it is
the most prominent feature of the cemetery. This service space
includes a chapel and an arrangement room.
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After entering the gateways, visitors observe three flag poles. Behind the flag poles, cars circulate around
the cemetery’s main service area. This is Eastlawn Cemetery most striking characteristic. Another asset
about of this cemetery is that it provides both burial and cremation services. One of the concerns noted
was the lack of coordination in the enclosing fence materials; a combination of wood, chain-link, and brick
fencing.

Office Space
While the office spaces of some local cemeteries are difficult to
find due to their location and lack of wayfinding signage, Eastlawn
Cemetery’s office is conveniently located next to the main service
space near the entrance.

Fig. 2.15.4

Fencing
Natural Tunnels
The
enclosing
fence
at
Along
the edges
of the
Eastlawn Cemetery is quite
cemetery’s streets, various
ordinary and some of the
trees are
on a
fencing
is planted
in poor condition.
The
use of materials
is
continuous
pattern that
inconsistent
and
includes
results on a tunnel created
wood, chain link and brick
from the branches of trees.
fencing.
Fig. 2.15.5

Fig. 2.15.6

Ramp and Garden
An interesting feature at Eastlawn Cemetery is located east of
the entry gate. There in the eastern corner of the cemetery is a
garden path that ramps up a slope and circles around a garden
and monumental tree. This ramp leads to more burial spaces
located up a hill, but creates a memorable moment in the cemetery
experience.

Fig. 2.15.7
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Cemetery:
Maple Park

Maple Park Cemetery is located at 300 West Grand Street,
Springfield, Missouri. This cemetery included several features that
give it a powerful identity, especially the central gazebo. It entrance
is also highly identifiable due to it prominent location and the sign
that includes the name of the cemetery and its founding date.

Entrance

Signage

Maple Park Cemetery
welcomes its visitors with a
monumental entrance. While
it is not gated, it is easy to
locate and prevents visitors
from getting lost.

After passing through the
cemetery’s entry, visitors are
welcomed by a sign stating
the cemetery’s name and
founding date.

Fig. 2.15.8

Natural Tunnels
Along the edges of the
cemetery’s streets, various
trees are planted in a
continuous pattern that
result in a tree-lined lane.
Fig. 2.15.9
Fig. 2.15.10

Symbolic Architecture
Behind the cemetery’s historic sign, visitors notice the gazebo
placed at the center of a roundabout. This particular feature gives
Maple Park Cemetery its own strong and powerful identity.

Fig. 2.15.11
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An interesting aspect of Maple Park Cemetery is its fencing system. While short, it follows a formal
design that remains constant around the entire site. This cemetery also includes a maintenance space
for gardening tools. This space is located away from the cemetery’s picturesque gazebo and burial
areas. However, the cemetery has some issues, such as its main office. While located in a cabin-inspired
structure, it is hard to locate within the cemetery due to the lack of signage. Additionally, although the
entrance is monumental, it is not gated, thus resulting in a lack of security for the cemetery.

Office Space
The office of Maple Park Cemetery is located in a cabin. While its
rustic architecture relates to the cemetery’s architectural style, its
location is a problem. As well as the lack of wayfinding signage.

Fig. 2.15.12

Fencing
Maple Park Cemetery has a dark pointed steel fencing enclosure
that wraps the cemetery’s border. While it provides a unified
design, its four feet high does not provide security.
Fig. 2.15.13

Maintenance Space
Located away from the cemetery’s main area, this cabin functions
as the maintenance and gardening tool storage structure.

Fig. 2.15.14
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The Roundabout
Studies have shown that roundabouts are safer than traditional stop signs or signal controlled
intersection. Roundabouts reduced injury crashes by 75% at intersections where stop signs or signals
were previously used for traffic control, per a study by the insurance institute for highway safety (IIHS.)
Washington State Department of Transportation. Retrieved from https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Safety/
roundabouts/benefits.htm

FIG. 3.1.3

Reduction in Collisions
There are several reasons why
roundabouts help reduce the severity
of collisions. The first one is low
travel speeds. It forces the driver to
slow down and yield to traffic before
entering a roundabout. The speed
inside the roundabout, per the WSDOT
is between 15 and 20 miles per hour.
If a collision were to happen at a
roundabout it would be minor and
with few injuries since it is at such a
low speed.
Another reason is that there is no light
to beat. At a roundabout, a continuous
flow is promoted. Only if the car needs
to yield it may have to stop but if
there’s no traffic the car does not need
to fully stop. Since cars are flowing
always in the intersection there is no
need to speed up to try to “beat the
light” as happens traditionally.
And, last the roundabout is oneway travel. This means that the
roads inside the roundabout are
gently curved to direct drivers in the
direction they need. It helps them
travel counter clockwise till they reach
the intersection needed. The curved
roads and one way travel eliminate
the possibility of a T-bone and head on
collision.
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FIG. 3.1.3
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Source: Federal Highway Administration and Insurance Institute for highway safety(FHWA and IHS)
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reduction

Other Entrance Proposals

FIG. 3.1.1

Center Turn Lane

Constraints

The main idea behind the center turn lane is to
keep it simple. This is the most common solution
used throughout the city. It is mostly used around
commercial areas but in this case, we have the
entrance to the mall and cemetery to deal with.
The center lane allows cars to deviate from traffic
while slowing down or stopping. It would also be
the cheapest solution for the city. Sunset Street is
already a four-lane road but it would need to be
expanded for the new lane. Fortunately for this
solution the area needed for expansion is minimal.
It would need only 10 feet extra for the expansion.

One of the main problems with the center turn lane
is that it limits the number of cars that can turn at
the same time. Also, cars need to be careful when
crossing because of the two lanes of oncoming
traffic. The same happens when you are coming out
of the cemetery. This proposal is less pedestrian
friendly and creates difficulty in installing pedestrian
crossing at the cemetery’s entrance because the
street is 60 feet and cars are travelling at higher
speeds than on neighborhood streets.
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FIG. 3.1.2

Turn Lane Island

Constraints

This is a similar approach to the center turn lane.
However here there is a concrete island to guide the
car in the direction of the turn. This method would
assist in the construction of a pedestrian crossing
because it provides an area of sanctuary at the
island. Another advantage of the island is that it can
be landscaped. The sizing of the island would be 10feet, the same as the center turn lane.

The islands would allow a small number of cars to
be in the safe zone at once. The island is not ideal
for a pedestrian crossing even though it provides an
area of sanctuary in the middle.
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Main Entrance on Sunset Street
The main entrance is the symbolic gateway into the hallowed grounds of Hazelwood Cemetery. It should be
a dignified landmark within the urban landscape. The entrance is also a control point. If the cemetery is to
be closed between dusk and dawn, this gate could be physically closed. The style of the entry gate should
reflect the values and qualities of the timelessness of cemeteries, in general, and Hazelwood Cemetery, in
particular.

FIG. 3.1.5

Concept
The gateway and its flanking enclosing walls should be a commemorative landmark that expresses the
importance of the hallowed grounds and the citizens interned that it protects.

Clarification
This gateway is a symbol of the community’s high esteem for this hallowed site. Its physical presence,
stylistic expression, materiality, and detailing all contribute to its importance.
The suggested example above has chosen to reflect neoclassical qualities of a triumphal arch because
of its long tradition as a symbol of commemoration for people, events, and places. The monumental
scale of this triumphal arch provides ample space on each side to celebrate the people and events in the
history of our country and community that has shaped this place and who we are today. The amount of
space on this gateway will allow the city to commemorate the past, celebrate the 150th anniversary of
Hazelwood Cemetery, and those events and people that will further shape the cemetery in the future. The
recommendations for the gateway follows the design conceptualization that have guided all the design
visions, the belief that each should link physically and symbolically to the past, present, and future.
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FIG. 3.1.6
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FIG. 3.1.8
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Symbolic Gateway on Glenstone Avenue
The visioning team recommends that a symbolic gateway be constructed at the location of the original
Hazelwood Cemetery gate at Glenstone Avenue and 10th Street. This entrance was close in the 1970’s and the
small entrance on Seminole Street at Center Drive has been used ever since.
We suggest that the symbolism used in this gateway be similar in style and materiality to the main entrance
on Sunset Street to link the two gateways together visually and historically. The suggested gate shown below
has used a smaller scale and broken triumphal arch to represent the older gate. The materials used in the
construction of this symbolic gate is the same as the main gate with niches for plaques and sculptures. The
metal gate itself is like the enclosing fence adjacent and topped with a Hazelwood sign. The symbolic gate is set
back from the street and does not have a curb cut or drive leading up to it that might confuse motorist.
The addition of this symbolic gate along the Glenstone Avenue boundary helps to further link the cemetery’s
upgrades to the cemetery’s past. The reinforcement of the original entry and axis along 10th Street is for citizens
to understand. It helps to tell the story of the cemetery’s past and help guide the cemetery’s future.

FIG. 3.1.10
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Symbolic Gate to Honor Black Cemetery
A second symbolic gate is recommended along the Glenstone Avenue boundary where the entrance to the
separate Black Cemetery was located. The visioning team believes that it is important to remember the history
of the community and cemetery. As seen in the suggested rendering of this symbolic gateway below, the same
materials have been used as in the other gateways and the enclosing fence, but in a more modest manner. The
symbolic gateway is dignified and expressive in its understatement. The two flanking pillars frame the metal
gateway and would have commemorative plaques mounted on each. The inclined pillars are meant to draw
your eyes upward towards the sky and the future. While the massive base of the each pillar is firmly anchored in
the ground to signify the past and the burials.

FIG. 3.1.11
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FIG. 3.1.12
3.1.11

Glenstone - Sunset Wall and Corner Sign
Concept
Hazelwood Cemetery’s enclosing
fence system should provide a
strong identity and security and
compliment the wall enclosing
Springfield National Cemetery.
The enclosing fence and the
gates should be made of the
same materials. Although the
fence system provides a secure
enclosure, it should still be visually
open, welcoming, attractive, and
a positive memorable image of
the cemetery that people will
remember.

Materials
We suggest that the enclosing
fence system along Glenstone
Avenue and Sunset Street be made
of metal fence sections between
stone pillars. The selected stone
should contrast, yet compliment,
the stone used in the wall of

Springfield National Cemetery.
The section of fencing along the
west boundary line adjacent to the
residential neighborhood should
be made of metal fence sections
with a vegetated hedge beside or
vines growing upon the sections to
screen the views.

The Design: Enclosing
Wall
The design of the fence and gate
structures is similar. Both would
use the same stone material. The
difference is that the size of the
stones and the masonry pattern
would be much larger than the
stone pillars, which would be
smaller in scale and laid in a
slightly different pattern. The metal
fence sections would be arched to
relate to the triumphal arched gate
and the smaller arch of the gate of
the symbolic gates.
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The Design: Corner Sign
At the corner of Glenstone Avenue
and Sunset Street we recommend
the construction of a more formal
sign built into the enclosing
fence system. This Hazelwood
Cemetery sign would include a
water feature, vegetation, and
stone elements in the fence. The
view into the cemetery from the
intersection would be framed by
the stone pillars and focus on the
Celebration of Life Complex.

FIG. 3.1.13

Service Entrance on Seminole Street
About

Our Solution

The current cemetery entrance
Seminole Street and Center
Drive is poorly marked and
unremarkable; there is no gate,
no enclosing walls and no identity.
Additionally, since this is the
only entrance into Hazelwood
Cemetery, the location of the
City of Springfield’s Public Works
Facility on the cemetery’s grounds
necessitates the movement of
many trucks pulling equipment
trailers using this narrow entrance
lane each morning and afternoon.
This has created an undignified
and marginally acceptable
entrance and arrival sequence into
the cemetery.

The visioning team recommends
that a new entrance be
constructed at Sunset Street and
Center Drive and that the current
entrance at Seminole Street and
Center Drive be transformed into a
secondary entrance.
We suggest that the secondary
entrance has a electronically
activated gate installed that could
allow cemetery personell control of
access hours. During large events,
the cemetery staff could leave the
gate open. Since this entrance
off Seminole Street also accesses
Springfield National Cemetery,
we envision two options: one is to
move the Hazelwood Cemetery’s
controlled gate to the boundary
line between the two cemeteries;
and two is to install two sets
of gates, one at the boundary
between the cemeteries and
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the other at Seminole Street.
The two gate system suggested
could provide added security and
flexibility for both cemeteries.

Style
We suggest that the that the
flanking walls to this gate be
made of the same materials in the
Springfield National Cemetery’s
walls, stone and concrete. We
recommend that the automatic
gate be made of the same or
similar metal as used in the
enclosing fence.

West Fencing
Along the west boundary of the cemetery is a residential neighborhood. We recommend that along this
boundary that the enclosing fence system be made of metal fence sections like the metal sections along
Glenstone Avenue and Sunset Street. This metal fence system would be more consistent than the current
fencing, provide greater security, and, when vegetation is planted on or adjacent to the fence, greater
privacy.

Approach

Fencing

This section is different from
the rest of the enclosing fence
system because of the adjacent
residential backyards. Many of the
residents like the opportunity to
view the cemetery’s landscaping.
Conversely, many people wish
to have greater privacy during
internment services; the noise
and visual disruption from the
backyards can be problematic.

An enclosing 8-foot metal fence
should extend the entire length
of the west property line and be
similar in design to the other metal
sections around the cemetery. We
recommend that a combination
of vines and hedges be planted
on or along the fence a t a height
sufficient to block views into the
backyards while not blocking the
higher, elevated view fo the

cemetery’s landscape from
the backyards. The fence and
vegetation will provide visual
privacy, but will not lessen the
noise.

FIG. 3.1.14
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Materiality

The following materials are recommended for the proposed
Hazelwood Cemetery wall. The enclosure system incorporates a
variety of materials that supports the general context and concept
of the vision for the cemetery.

Iron

Limestone

Used for the screen fencing
of the wall. It allows views
and is flexible. Can take any
number of custom shapes. Is
resistant and durable.

Local produced material.
Very resistant and can
take different shapes and
patterns.
FIG. 3.1.15

FIG. 3.1.17

Solar Fixtures
Solar powered lights that will
help Hazelwood Cemetery
save money.

FIG. 3.1.16

Sky Hedge
Planters contribute to the
beautification of the site and
clean the air of pollution.
It also provide visual
screening.
FIG. 3.1.18
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Lane System Proposal
The lanes in Hazelwood Cemetery have been redesigned over the years. Currently, this lane system
is a combination of different designs. The biggest challenge is that the current arrangement of lanes
causes difficult wayfinding.
Another challenge is the materials that have been used to construct the lanes. Some lanes are
constructed of asphalt, others gravel, and a few are just grassed over dirt paths.

Concept and Design

A Hierarchy of Paths

Materiality

The main goal for the new lane
system is to create a hierarchy
of lanes that provides easy
wayfinding for Hazelwood
Cemetery’s visitors. This
system should provide an
understandable, accessible, and
convenient network for users of
all ages and abilities.
For ease of wayfinding, the
objective was to develop a
hierarchical grid within the current
street system.

We recommend a three-tiered
hierarchy of lanes: primary,
secondary, and tertiary lanes.
The primary lanes both circle
the cemetery and create strong
vertical and horizontal axes that
cross the cemetery. The proposed
primary lanes do not have graves
along the sides of the lane,
which provides an opportunity to
enlarge these lanes to allow for
easier access. These primary lanes
would be increased to 13-feet
wide from their current 10-foot
width.
The secondary lanes connect two
or more primary lanes. These
lanes are 10-feet wide.
The tertiary lanes run north-south
through the cemetery and narrow
the distance between segments.
This will make it easier for visitor
of all ages and abilities move
throughout the cemetery. These
lanes retain their current width
of 7-feet. It will be impossible to
widen these lanes since they have
graves located too close to their
edge.

To clarify the hierarchy of these
lanes different materials are
recommended for each tier.
We suggest that the primary
lanes be constructed from light
brown pavers to compliment the
natural colors and materials of
the cemetery. Aesthetically, this
material will also complement
the buildings and sculptures of
the cemetery. The secondary
lanes should be made of concrete
contrast with the primary lanes.
The tertiary lanes should be made
of gravel pavers. This material
holds gravel inplace and requires
little maintenance. This material
is typically used for driveways and
pedestrian paths.

FIG. 3.2.1
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FIG. 3.2.3

FIG. 3.2.4

FIG. 3.2.5

FIG. 3.2.2
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Landscape Proposal
Hazelwood Cemetery’s landscape
is comprised of an assortment of
trees within an expansive lawn
with minimal shrubs and flowering
plants. Of the approximate
800 trees in the cemetery it is
estimated that 200 need attention,
either pruning or removal.
Figure 3.2.6 below shows the
location of all of the trees in the
cemetery superimposed over the
lane diagram. The trees highlighted
in red in Figure 3.2.7 represent
all of the trees that have been
indicated as needing attention
by the city’s arborist. Figure 3.2.8
shows the healthy remaining trees
in the cemetery if all the trees
needing attention were removed.
Without a more detailed analysis
we are unable to say with any
certainty that all the

FIG. 3.2.6

The White Dogwood is the Missouri
state tree and grows to a height
of 25 feet and a spread of 25 feet
when mature. During the spring
and summer, it has white flower
blossoms and in the fall the foliage
turns a red-purple. In the winter,
the tree produces glossy red fruit
that attract winter songbirds.
The Golden Raintree grows to
a height of 40 feet and a spread
of 35 feet when mature. During
spring and summer, it produces

trees highlighted in red should be
removed.
As is apparent in Figure 3.2.8
of just the healthiest trees in
the cemetery, there is a natural
curvilinear pattern that is starting
to be revealed.
The “tree of life” is a multicultural
symbol that symbolizes beauty,
protection, abundance, strength,
and the Divine Grace. If we
consider Center Drive, the central
axis of the cemetery’s lane
network, as the symbolic tree
trunk of the imagined “tree of life”
it starts to become apparent that
the existing trees in the cemetery
could be the limbs, branches and
foliage of the symbolic tree.
We recommend that as part of
the landscape plan the needed
replacement trees be planted
strategically to strengthen the

FIG. 3.2.7

suggested “tree of life” symbolism.
Furthermore, we can envision the
replacement trees being planted in
such a way that the branching lines
of trees could lead to the locations
of the various monuments that
are being proposed as part of
the cemetery’s master plan. In
this way, we believe a deeper
connection can be fostered
between the cemetery’s landscape
and places and objects located
around the site.

FIG. 3.2.8

yellow blossoms and during the
autumn and winter, paper lanterns
dangle from the branches.
The Eastern Red Cedar is an
evergreen conifer that grows to
a height of 50 feet and a spread
of 20 feet when mature. It also
has aromatic qualities; its reddish
wood spreads the scent of crushed
fruit.
The October Glory Maple tree
grows to a height of approximately
50 feet and has a spread of 50 feet
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when mature. This tree’s foliage
shows a lustrous dark green color
during the spring and summer
and in the autumn, they blaze in
brilliant shades of red and orange.

FIG. 3.2.9
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Coalescence
Coalescence, the act of uniting or merging the many into one.
The Coalescence Monument has multiple meanings and purposes related to the
act of merging the many into one:
• The structure gives purpose and meaning to Hazelwood Cemetery’s “Central
Plaza” by physically, functionally, and symbolically anchoring the center of the
cemetery.
• The structure provides a new option for internment that is more reflective of
emerging social trends that places greater importance on the group rather
than the individual. The idea to be a part of a grander whole is attractive to
younger people.
the internment of cremains. Instead of
The original master plan for Hazelwood placing the cremains in a columbarium
Cemetery indicated that a Central
niche, the cremains would be infused
Plaza should be constructed at the
into a piece of stained-glass. These
intersection of Center Drive and Tenth
stained-glass panels of cremains
Street. From the center of the plaza the
would be installed in the Coalescence
plan showed walks extending outward
Monument and help to create an
in all directions, thus linking or unifying
outdoor pavilion of colored glass.
the cemetery’s design. Over the years
Over time, the assemblage of these
the Central Plaza was never built and
individual panels would merge
the radiating walks were removed. The
into a monument and space of
result has been that now Hazelwood
great communal meaning. A social
Cemetery lacks order, hierarchy, and
expression of unity that would shine at
unification.
the center of the cemetery. A physical
The proposed Coalescence Monument
and symbolic statement that would
would be located at the intersection
bring the various parts of the cemetery
of Center Drive and Tenth Street and
together as an inspirational expression
reestablish the physical and symbolic
of Springfield’s heritage.
center of the cemetery. The placement
The open-air pavilion of the colored
of this structure at this historic center
reflections of Springfieldians would be
point would help significantly to anchor inspirational. Sunlight illuminating the
“the heart” and bring unity to the
colored panels and casting those colors
cemetery’s organization.
across Hazelwood Cemetery would
The Coalescence Monument relates
have profound symbolic meaning and
to the social and cultural trends that
spiritual qualities. Standing inside the
are occurring in the community:
pavilion next to the well and following
the desire to be a part of the larger
the spiral upward to the oculus and sky
social group and shift from burials to
one would see the linkages between
cremations. Both trends are embraced
the earth, temporal, and sky realms.
by the younger generations. Currently,
This spiral form, with it symbolic
over 50% of all internments within
associations to growth and continuity,
the community are cremations and
has helped to create an organic
those numbers are expected to grow.
monument that unfolds like the pedals
Hazelwood Cemetery must respond
of a flower growing skyward from the
to this need for two reasons: the
Central Plaza of Hazelwood Cemetery.
cemetery is reaching its capacity for in
ground burials and there are limited
options for the internment of cremains.
This Coalescence Monument would
provide a cutting-edge approach to
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FIG. 3.3.1

co•al•es•cence
\koh-uh-les-uh ns\
Co-: with, together
-al-: relating to
-escence: play of light and color, process of becoming, reflecting light, starting to be.
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FIG. 3.3.2

Oculus

The opening at the top of the Coalescence Monument that connects the individual to the sky physically
and spiritually is intended to inspire and encourage reflection.

FIG. 3.3.3

Winter Perspective Rendering

Vegetation and lighting around Central Plaza will attract visitors to the Coalescence Monument throughout the year.
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Hologram Well
With the use of advanced
technologies, holograms of
the deceased can be created
to give visitors a visual of
their loved one. Beams of
light from inside the well
create the visual 3D picture
or video recording of the
individual.

FIG. 3.3.4

Interior of the
Coalescence
Monument
The interior of the
Coalescence Monument
will be flooded with
the light from the color
stained glass panels of
the cremains of loved
ones. The assemblage of
individual panel cremains
will coalesce to create
the monumental group
expression of oneness.
As such, the Coalescence
Monument will become a
community of souls.

FIG. 3.3.5
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Memorial Stained Glass Panels
During our research of burial practice trends, we uncovered two facts: cremations are becoming more
popular and the cremains of loved ones are being incorporated into pieces of art. For example, the
cremains might be preserved in an urn that itself is made from the cremains.

In the Coalescence
Monument, the
Memorial Stained
Glass Panels would
have the cremains of
loved one’s infused into
the panel. The stain
glass panels would be
permanently mounted
into the Coalescence
Monument structure.
Over time, as more
stain glass panels are
added to the monument,
the entire structure
will become colored
panels. Depending on

the form and scale of
Coalescence Monument,
we estimated that
approximately 9,00010,000 Memorial Stained
Glass Panels could be
installed in the structure.
We have talked with
glass blowers in

Adding color to glass
is easy. This gives
the relatives of the
departed many options
when choosing to have
Memorial Panels blown.
Whether the relatives
choose a color that was
a favorite of the loved
one or a color that might
reveal a little bit about the
traits of the deceased.
For example, some
meanings typically
associated with different
color are:
• Red means the
individual is loving,
ambitious, and
youthful.
• Purple is for someone
that is creative,
compassionate, and
respectable.

•

Springfield and they
have confirmed that the
infusion of cremains into
colored glass is possible.

FIG. 3.3.6

Blue is the color for
loyalty, sincerity, and
trustworthiness.
• Green stands for
generosity, peace, and
nature.
• Orange is for the
loved one that is
optimistic, motivated,
and social.
Keep in mind, that a
Memorial Panel can also
be made in a combination
of colors and unique oneof-a-kind patterns and
textures.

FIG. 3.3.7
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The Coalescence
Monument would
re-establish the
“Central Plaza” of
the original plan.
Its location would
be easily accessible
and identifiable.
As such, it has
the potential of
becoming the
unifying symbol
of Hazelwood
Cemetery.
FIG. 3.3.9

FIG. 3.3.8
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Remembrance Garden
The Remembrance Garden is located at the site of the current Public Works facility.
The concept for these gardens is to replace the physically, visually, and auditorily
disruptive maintenance facility with a space of honor and dignity that enhances the
hallowed tranquillity of Hazelwood Cemetery. This new section of the cemetery has
been specifically designed to provides much needed space for columbarium and
scatter gardens for cremains.
angled slightly to give spatial movement
The current Public Works facility is a
to the interior.
major disruptive force within Hazelwood
Cemetery. Its operations causes many
The interior space would have a Scatter
disruptions due to the large amount of
Garden feature at the center with
equipment stored at and moving in and
flanking areas for in ground niches
out of the facility each day. The function
for cremains. At the north end of
of this facility is incompatible with the
the complex would be the outdoor
hallowed nature of the cemetery. For
pavilion for internment services. It has
these reasons, we recommend the
a plinth and fixed seating under the
removal of the Public Works facility from
sheltering roof. At the south end are five
the cemetery.
memorial walls dedicated to the armed
services. On each of these walls will be
In place of the Public Works facility, we
inscriptions and the names of veterans.
propose the creation of a Remembrance
Garden at that site. This Remembrance
Within the cluster of five walls is an
Garden complex is intended to create a
eternal flame honoring those that gave
new place within Hazelwood Cemetery
their lives in the defense of our country.
specifically for the internment of
Adjacent to the Remembrance Garden is
cremains, that honors those interred,
the section of the cemetery called “Baby
enhances the hallowedness of
Land”. By removing the Public Works
Hazelwood Cemetery, and provides a
parking lot, which abutted this section,
calming and tranquil space for grieving
and replacing it with the Remembrance
families.
Garden a more appropriate and dignified
space has been created for the burial of
We do not recommend the construction
infants.
of buildings in this section of the
cemetery and believe that the primary
With the Remembrance Garden at this
buildings should be located near the
location, it has been used to activate a
new main entrance on Sunset Street. We
remote corner of the grounds and repair
recommend the construction of a low
a functional and visual problem.
“walled enclosure” with a small outdoor
internment serve area and veterans
memorial.
To help define and provide a sense
of spatial enclosure for the visitors,
we recommend the placement of
columbarium wall niches around the
perimeter of the central Remembrance
Garden. These walls would be one sided
columbariums to provide pockets of
privacy. Between each columbarium wall
would be a bench. The walls would be
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“Vision without action is merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time. Vision
with action can change the world.”
- Joel A. Barker

FIG. 3.4.1
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FIG. 3.4.2

The hallowedness of the Scatter Garden is preserved by the low stone edging.

Scatter Garden
A Scatter Garden is a designated area for the spreading
of cremated remains. This type of funerary practice is
expected to grow with the increase of cremations. The
addition of a Scatter Garden enhances the operation of the
cemetery by adding another funerary service.
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We recommend that the Scatter
Garden be in the center of the
Remembrance Garden. The
scattering of cremains in the Scatter
Garden is a solemn and personal
event. Therefore, we suggest using
the surrounding columbarium wall
niches, veterans’ memorial walls,
funerary pavilion, and the in-ground
columbarium garden as spatial
buffers for the Scatter Garden
and other sections of Hazelwood
Cemetery.

Site Section

FIG. 3.4.3

The Scatter Garden itself should be simple in design
with a low raised stone enclosure separating it from the
surrounding garden path. The raised enclosure of the
Scatter Garden provides a physical and psychological
barrier to keep people from walking through the
cremains and, thus, preserving its hallowedness. We
suggest low lying ground vegetation that provides
year-round color should be selected along with a single
distinctive tree in the center to accentuate its location
within the Remembrance Garden.

Threshold Diagram

FIG. 3.4.4

The tree canopy over the Scatter Garden should create an intimate space for visitors.

FIG. 3.4.5
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FIG. 3.4.6

Columbarium

space also has a bench for relaxing and reflecting. A
smooth polishes stone has been used to construct the
columbarium. The niche for the cremains would be
made of rough stone to accentuate the uniqueness
of each niche, person. The space between each niche
would incorporate lighting to symbolize the transition
from ground to sky or from life to death. The light
emanating from within the columbarium would
illuminate the surrounding space at night not only
calling attention to its significance, but also improving
the security of the site.

As trends in funerary practices change, Hazelwood
Cemetery must be capable of adapting. Currently,
Hazelwood Cemetery can only accommodate
traditional in-ground internments, which greatly
reduces its projected longevity. To be a viable
cemetery option for people in the future, alternative
internment options must be provided. In recent years,
cremation has become a popular internment option;
approximately 50% of burials are cremations and
those percentages are expected to rise. Within the
Remembrance Garden, we recommend the utilization
of both upright and in-ground columbarium. The
design of the Remembrance Garden uses the upright
columbarium as an enclosing “wall” that helps to
spatially define the garden and create a more intimate
and tranquil space within which the visitors can
establish a deeper connection with their loved ones.
This is achieved by constructing the columbarium
with niches only on one side and by the arrangement
of the columbarium so that a space of privacy is
created between each upright wall. Each private

FIG. 3.4.7
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One of the key issues mentioned by
the community was the need for a
space for funerary services that could
be held undercover during inclement
weather. Currently in Hazelwood
Cemetery only grave side funerary
services are possible. The visioning
team is recommending that two
other funerary service options be
added. One is the indoor conditioned
funerary space at The Celebration of
Life Center and described in another
section of this visioning document.
The second is a covered outdoor
pavilion at the north end of the
Remembrance Garden. The location
of this pavilion at the Remembrance
Garden will maximize its use due to its
proximity to the upright and in-ground
columbarium and Scatter Garden. We
recommend positioning columbarium
between the pavilion and the adjacent
lane to provide separation and
privacy.

Outdoor
Pavilion

FIG. 3.4.8
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Veterans’
Memorial
At the south end of the
Remembrance Garden
would be a Veterans’
Memorial. The Veterans’
Memorial would be
a landmark within
the cemetery and the
primary gateway into the
Remembrance Garden. This
memorial would strengthen
the connection between
Hazelwood Cemetery,
Springfield National
Cemetery, and Springfield
community. The memorial
would honor all the veterans
interred within Hazelwood
Cemetery by listing their
names on the walls and
recognize the contribution
of the armed services with
commemorative plaques.
A central monolith would
act as the back drop for the
memorial sitting opposite
four smaller monoliths
tapering to create a visual
connection to the interior
garden area. Each of the
monoliths would represent
a different branch of the
military. The addition of an
eternal flame at the center
of the memorial would be
dedicated to all veterans
who gave their lives in the
protection of this country.

FIG. 3.4.9

FIG. 3.4.10
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PAVILION

Additional ceremony facility

VEHICLE LANES
Accessibility

Columbarium

Additional internments

SCATTER GARDEN
Additional internment
options

IN-GROUND
COLUMBARIUM

Additional internment
options

VETERANS MEMORIAL
Landmark/Reflection

FIG. 3.4.11
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Cemetery Office and Grounds Maintenance
This complex is located near the southeast corner of Hazelwood Cemetery to promote easier wayfinding
and access from the new Sunset Street entrance. This proposal is a replacement for the current office space
and cemetery Grounds Maintenance.

FIG. 3.6.1

Proposal

We recommend moving the Cemetery’s Office and Grounds Maintenance to an area adjacent to the
proposed new entrance at Center Drive and Sunset Street for visibility and convenience of access. We
suggest placing these two facilities into the same complex of structures because of their functional
relationships.
The new grounds facility is larger than the current facility to better serve the cemetery and staff. The
facility is organized as an “L” shaped structure with a center work area. The Grounds Maintenance facility is
enclosed within a high wall and screening fence and gate to visually isolate the less attractive portions of the
facility from the adjacent entry and Celebration of Life Complex.
The new Cemetery Office is much larger and contains separate spaces individual offices, private
meetings, archives and a break room. The east facing wall of this facility is all glass shaded below a wide
overhanging roof. This façade of glass provides and abundance of natural light that will promote an inviting,
healthier, and uplifting interior space. The east orientation visually and physically links the office with the
Remembrance Plaza, Way of Reflections, and Celebration of Life Center.

FIG. 3.6.2
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All Offices in the
Same Building

FIG. 3.6.3

Ample Natural
Light

FIG. 3.6.4

Neutral Materiality

FIG. 3.6.5
FIG. 3.6.6

Groundskeeper’s
Spaces
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Celebration of Life Center
The Celebration of Life complex at the main entrance to Hazelwood Cemetery
includes the Office, Way of Reflections, and the Center.
The current process for services at
Hazelwood Cemetery starts off site
at local funeral homes. A procession
is then led from the funeral homes
through town to the cemetery. Once
the bereaved are at the cemetery, they
must walk long distances along uneven
paths and ground to access the open
aired tent for the graveside service.
These long distances and uneven
walking surfaces create problems for
the elderly and people with physically
limitations. The caretakers at these
services are on constant alert during the
ceremonies to prevent falls.
Weather is also a problem for open
aired tent graveside services. In the
winter and summer months, it can be
uncomfortable for the bereaved. In
the coldest part of the year, graves
cannot be dug/covered and, therefore,
the bereaved must leave the graveside
service while their loved one’s remains
are still on the pedestal.
Funeral trends are rapidly changing
from traditional internment services;
locally, about 50% of funerals are
cremations. With this shift, graveside
services and full ceremonies at
funeral homes are becoming less
common. Families have started having
celebrations at other locations and even
in their homes.
We recommend that Hazelwood
Cemetery respond to these changing
funerary trends by providing alternative
options for internment services. We
propose the creation of a Celebration of
Life Center which would provide a nondenominational setting where services
could be held indoors in a climate
controlled environment. Such a facility
should be design to accommodate a

The Celebration of Life Center should be
considered the culminating experience
of the overall Celebration of Life
Complex, which is comprised of the
Cemetery Office, Remembrance Plaza
with the 150th Anniversary Monument,
the Way of Reflections, and the Center
with its exterior gardens, columbarium,
and water features. The Center is
recessed into the ground 10-feet to
accentuate its connectedness to the
earth. After you descend the Way of
Reflections you arrive at the level of
the Center. There are two outdoor
columbarium gardens with seating for
reflection; one on the north and one on
the south. Water features have been
added in the service area and these two
outdoor gardens. These water features
provide a soothing background noise
and a sense of calmness during this
stressful time. There is a lobby at the
main entrance to the Celebration of Life
Center where families can gather. A
secondary entrance and lobby on the
east façade provides direct access via
stairs and an elevator. Within the service
area there are several water features
that tie the space to the exterior
gardens and Way of Reflections. The
water feature along the base of the wall
will refract the daylight into the service
area, providing additional natural
light and an interesting, ever changing
pattern of light on the interior surfaces.
The proposal shown can accommodate
approximately 160 seated people.

variety of service settings in a spiritually
uplifting atmosphere.
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FIG. 3.7.1

FIG. 3.7.2

|

“Life is what you celebrate. All of it. Even its end.” – Joanne Harris
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Floor Plan

FIG. 3.7.3

LOBBIES/
GATHERING
SPACES

COLUMBARIUM/ INDOOR SERVICE SUPPORT
REFLECTION
AREA
SPACES
AREAS

Pre-entry areas of
1,400sf that provide
areas of interaction or a
breather before, during,
and after services.

Two separate areas
totalling 1,500sf
and containing 315
columbarium niches that
hold 2 urns each.

Large open room
approximately 2,500sf
can seat 160 people.
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Area containing
Men’s and Women’s
Restrooms, a mechanical
room, and a storage
room totalling 350sf.

Indoor Service Area
A concern brought up by the committee was the need for an indoor service area. We propose that a
large climate-controlled room for services be added at the north-west corner of the existing Potter’s Field,
adjacent to the proposed Office/Grounds building, and new entry.

Design Concept

FIG. 3.7.4

The past, present, and future is symbolically
expressed through the Center’s physical
connection to the earth (past), temporal ground
plane (present), and sky (future) to evoke emotion
and promote reflection on the stages of life,
time spent with our loved ones, and spiritual
connectedness.

Materials

Concrete formed walls evoke on emotional sense
of the magnitude and connection to the earth.
Native limestone veneer connects this structure
to the natural landscape of Springfield. We
suggest using Quietstone for the walls, which
is a high impact recycled glass acoustic panels
that resembled concrete wall panels and provide
an NRC 0.95 rating and Armstrong Woodworks
acoustic ceiling panels that provide an NRC 0.85
rating.

Natural Lighting

The t-shaped skylight accentuates the dais wall
and central axis. The amount of sunlight entering
the space and its position will change throughout
the day and remind the viewer of the constant
changes of life and passing of time. The use of
this natural light is intended to evoke an uplifting
experience and accentuate the “weight of the
earth” represented by the massive concrete
enclosing walls. Windows, running along the
length of the wall at floor level provides additional
natural light with in the space and heightens the
emotional interplay between the earth (past) and
temporal ground plane (present) realms.

Water Features

Cascading waterfalls behind the dais on the
headwall produces a calming sound that
encourages relaxation and an atmosphere of
tranquillity.

FIG. 3.7.5
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Columbarium / Reflection Gardens
Current funerary trends are leading towards more environmentally-conscious green approaches, such as,
cremations, eco-burials and scatter/memorial gardens. The Celebration of Life Center addresses these
trends by including columbarium in the design.

FIG. 3.7.6

Tranquil
Reflection

The proposed recessed
columbarium gardens
provide a physical
connection to the
earth, ground plane,
and sky. Seating
areas surrounded by
water features and
landscaping are located
around the perimeter
of the building provide
a tranquil setting for
reflection.

Columbarium

There are two proposed
exterior garden spaces
that surround the
exterior of the service
area and lobbies. The
north garden contains
165 niches and the
south garden contains
150 niches in the
retaining walls. Each
niche is designed to
hold two urns. The
proposed materiality
includes black and white
marble like that of the
Remembrance Garden
columbarium.

Landscaping

Proposed landscaping
surrounding the
Celebration of Life
Center and recessed
columbarium gardens
provides a visual and
physical relief from
the massive enclosure
walls. These plantings
draw your eyes towards
the sky and provide a
sense of relief so one
may reflect.

Water Features

A continuation of the
water features from
above and the waterfall
feature cascades down
the enclosure wall
provides a calming
background noise that
promotes relaxation
and quiet reflection.

Lighting

Subtle illumination
of these secluded
reflection gardens
promotes a safer
more inviting space
for people to relax in
quiet tranquillity during
the evening hours and
shorter winter days.

FIG. 3.7.7
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Lobbies and
Gathering
Spaces

West Lobby is proposed as a place
for people to gather and reflect
before and after the services. Tall
windows on three sides of the lobby
invite people into the building.
Immediately upon entering they
are confronted by a massive
concrete wall and doors of a
“tomb-like” structure that reinforce
the magnitude of the emotional
experience that lies before them.

FIG. 3.7.8

East Lobby is also surrounded by
heavy enclosing walls evoking a
similar sense of connection with the
earth, while the windows wrapping
the lobby above draws your eyes
upward to sky light. A historical time
line commemorating the history
of Hazelwood Cemetery and is
proposed on the east wall below
these windows.
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A Way of Reflection
The Way of Reflection is the transition space between the Remembrance Plaza and the Celebration of Life
Center. It descends gradually downward to the Center 10-feet below grade. Flanking the Way are water
features, columbarium wall niches, and seating areas. The Way prepares the bereaved emotionally for the
Internment service that is about to take place.

FIG. 3.8.1

Entry from the Plaza
The Way of Reflection links the
Celebration of Life Complex
together. It extends from the
Office and Remembrance Plaza
down to the west lobby of the
Center. The Way is a reflection
space that welcomes the
bereaved family and guest as
they arrive for the service.
FIG. 3.8.2

Exit from the Center
As guests leave services, they
ascend the Way and arrive
at the Remembrance Plaza
and the 150th Anniversary
Monument. This gradual rise
highlights the relationship
between the earth (past) and
the sky (future) as they arrive
back at the temporal ground
plane (present).

FIG. 3.8.3

Entry into the Center
The Way prepares the family
and guest for the internment
service at the bottom of the
ramp. At the bottom, you
arrive at a lobby surrounded by
glass walls. Between the lobby
and service area is a massive
concrete wall and door, like the
entrance to a tomb.
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Elements of Water and Transition
Common to all the design recommendations for Hazelwood Cemetery is the use of water and linkage to
subterranean spaces. The use of water and below ground spaces symbolically link to the concept that the
ground, earth, is associated with our roots or past and water as both a giver of life and reflector of the sky or
future.

Transition Between
Surface and Underground
The movement between the
temporal ground plane or surface
and the underground of earth is a
reoccurring theme in the visioning
recommendations. The link between
our day-to-day existence and the
symbolic realms below and above
are constantly being explored in the
design proposals. The Earth, the
place from where we came and to
where our earthly body returns. The
sky, a reference to the unknown life
after death or future. The ground
plane, when we live out our temporal
existence. The ramp, therefore, is a
metaphor for the movement between
these realms or our life’s journey.

FIG. 3.8.4

Significance of Water
Features

Water is the giver of life and a reflector
of light. It mirrors the sky and its
surroundings. Its movement creates
ripples which distorts those reflections
and scatters the light. Flowing water
when it drops to a different level
creates a sound that can be soothing or
frightening. The gentle trickle of water
can be relaxing and transport you to a
different state of mind. We have used
water features in many of the design
visions for Hazelwood as a mechanism
to enliven a space, introducing
movement, and create soothing
background sounds. We have also used
water features to reflect the light and
generate color within a space. And, we
have used water to link the temporal
ground plane with the sky dome of light
create metaphorical intrigue.

FIG. 3.8.5
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FIG. 3.8.6

Proposed Site

We recommend that the
Celebration of Life Complex be
located in Hazelwood Cemetery
at the south-east corner of Center
Drive and Seventeenth Street.
This is in a section of the cemetery
referred to as the Potter’s Field.
The records for the internments
in this section of the cemetery is
very limited, but most are said
to be located close to the west
side of Center Drive. As with
any construction activities in the
cemetery concern must be taken
not to disturb existing graves.
We recommend that a ground
penetrating radar survey of the
section of the cemetery proposed
for this complex and the new main
entrance on Sunset Street be made
as a first step in the planning and
design process.

Excavation
Requirements

The proposed site for the
Celebration of Life Complex is
located on a flat open section of
the cemetery. The site provides
ample area for the construction
of the complex. If the complex
is chosen to be placed at this
location, it will be crucial to take
several site borings early in the
planning and design process to
determine the depth and amount
of rock that exists at this location.
The floor line of the Celebration
of Life Center and, therefore, the
bottom of the Way of Reflection
ramp is at negative 10-feet. That
does not include the foundation
depth below the walls.

The recessed nature of the Center
and Way is an extremely important
design feature that we encourage
the city to include. The linkage of
the below ground, ground, and sky
components of the design vision
would create a very emotional and
meaningful experience internment
service experience. We believe so
strongly in the concept that we
recommend paying a preimum for
this design even if a great deal of
rock is found.

FIG. 3.8.7
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FIG. 3.8.8

Southeast Corner

We envision the Celebration of
Life Complex located at the southeast corner of Center Drive and
Seventeenth Street becoming
a very important cornerstone
of the Hazelwood Cemetery’s
operation. Its sitting at this location
within the cemetery makes it
highly visible from the new main
entrance off Sunset Street, from
the intersection of Glenstone
Avenue and Sunset Street, and
as you travel past the cemetery
on either Glenstone Avenue or
Sunset Street. The sitting of the
Cemetery Office and Grounds
building at the west end of the

complex next to intersection give
the office optimum visibility upon
entering. Anchoring the east end
of the complex is the Celebration
of Life Center. Between these two
end anchor are the connecting
elements of the Remembrance
Plaza with 150th Anniversary
Monument and the Way of
Reflection entry sequence.

A Way of Reflection

The Way of Reflection is a 120foot long ramp that descends
10-feet into the ground. This
axial processional sequence is
flanked by water features and

FIG. 3.8.9
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columbarium wall niches. The
stone and brick structure matches
the other building of the complex
and nearby main entrance gate.
The ramp would have seating/rest
areas so that people can rest and
sit and reflect upon the experience.
Within the Way of Reflection,
Remembrance Plaza and
surrounding landscape will be
many benches ledges for sitting.
This will lessen the physical
demands of the people of all ages
and abilities that will be using
these spaces.

Water
Feature
Precedents

The use of architectural precedents is a crucial step for any work
of design. It allows you to provide a visual example of an idea or
emotion you hope to evoke through your work. Precedents serve
as inspiration for the design, be it through materiality, form, or
structure. Precedents allows you to offer a visual to the client
so they can easily understand the direction and emotion of the
intended design.

FIG. 3.8.10

23* Escape, Khao
Yai, Thailand:
Shma Landscape
Architecture

Battery Park,
Manhattan, New
York City

Photograph by Wilson
Tungthunya

Photograph by Jake Rajs

Shaw House,
Vancouver,
British Columbia:
Patkau
Architecture

FIG. 3.8.11

Photograph by
Benjamin Benschneider
Photography

The use of precedents is an
integral part of the visioning
and design process. The
three precedents above
helped to inform the
design visions proposed
for Hazelwood Cemetery
and helped the community
to better visualize the
recommendations.
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FIG. 3.8.12

Symbolic Monuments

FIG. 3.9.1

Throughout this visioning study, it became
obvious that there was a lack of public
awareness pertaining to the existence and/
or history of Hazelwood Cemetery. Through
discussions with the advisory committee, city
staff, and citizens the visioning team came
to realize that this lack of public awareness
could be attributed to the issues of visibility,
accessibility, and identity. We believe that
through the modification of the enclosing
fence, construction of a new entrance,
redesign of the cemetery’s lane network, and
design of new facilities that a great deal of
the problems associated with the issues of
visibility, accessibility, and identity has been
addressed. However, we believe that the issue
of identity can be further strengthened by
setting Hazelwood cemetery apart from other
cemeteries and giving it a purpose that goes
beyond the internment of the dead.
Hazelwood Cemetery needs to become an
asset of Springfield’s urban and historic fabric.
We recommend the development of the
Coalescence Monument at the location where
the original plaza was planned. This location
is the “heart of the cemetery” and needs a
significant monumental structure to establish
the center finally. This Coalescence Monument
would be a place to commemorate the lives
of the citizens of Springfield in a unique and
profoundly provocative manner. This will
create an identity for Hazelwood Cemetery
that would extend beyond Springfield.

New Development Area
150TH Anniversary Cairn
Former Segregated Area
Black History Memorial
Pre-1850s Cemetery Relocation

Complimenting and giving further meaning to
the Coalescence Monument, we recommend
the implementation of a series of historic
memorials/monuments around the cemetery.
These monuments would be installed
periodically. For example, we recommend that
the inaugural memorial/monument be a piece
commemorating the 150th Anniversary of the
cemetery in October 2017. We suggest that
the city/cemetery anticipate the addition of a
new memorial/monument at least at the 10year anniversary thereafter.

1700s Memorial
National Cemetery
Memorial to Soldiers
Mausoleum Area
Tribute to Family Monument
Baby Land
Memorial for the Innocent
Indigent Burials Area
Tribute to the Poor & Forgotten
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These memorials/monuments would be
placed relative to historically significant areas
of the cemetery and be based upon a theme
relative to the historical event or reference
the area represents. The purpose, location,
and order of pieces shall depend on the
interest and availability of funds at the times
of the commissioning. We do not recommend
that the memorials/monuments be literal
representation of a person or event, but
rather a symbolic expression.

mo • nu • ment (n.)
\mon-yuh-muh nt\
1. A type of structure that was explicitly created to commemorate a person or event, or which has
become important to a social group as a part of their remembrance of historic times or cultural
heritage.
2. From the Latin moneo which means ‘to remind’ or ‘to advise’, suggesting a monument allows us to
see the past thus helping us visualize what is to come in the future.
As Hazelwood Cemetery celebrates its 150th
anniversary in October 2017, the questions are raised:
•
•
•
•

What will the cemetery become in the next
150 years?
How will the cemetery remain relevant and
dignified?
Should the cemetery become more than a
burial site?
When it reaches capacity, how will it continue
to be a community asset?

We believe that by placing a series of monuments
across the grounds that commemorate Hazelwood
Cemetery’s history, that the cemetery’s character and
significance can endure through the ages and a sense
of unity can be created.

The Future of Hazelwood

Potential Interactions
with and Fluctuations
of the Monuments
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150th Anniversary
Cairn
To commemorate the
cemetery’s 150th Anniversary,
the visioning team
recommends the construction
of a cairn-style shelter in the
center of the Remembrance
Plaza of the Celebration of
Life Complex. The spiralling
entry and small oculus at the
top of the cairn create a sense
of privacy for a moment of
solitary reflection. The use of
the cairn was selected for two
reasons: first, it creates a very
FIG. 3.9.2

natural, intimate space that
contrasts with the surrounding
man-made buildings, and,
second, the small, irregular
spaces between the stacked
stones provide spaces for
people to place notes and/or
mementos for their loved ones.

We further believe that the
spiralling rocks that lead from
the ground up to the oculus
and encloses the meditative
space would inspire the user
and heighten the sense of
connection to the environment
and cycle of life.

We believe that the small,
intimate space made of rock
with the only light source
being the oculus at the top
provides a profound sense of
connection between the earth,
the temporal world, and sky.

The visioning team has
suggested a plan for the
location, context, and theme
for six other monuments/
sculptures.

FIG. 3.9.4

FIG. 3.9.3

FIG. 3.9.5

FIG. 3.9.6

FIG. 3.9.7

FIG. 3.9.8
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Black History
Memorial
The section of the cemetery
highlighted in orange was the
location of the segregated
Black Cemetery. The Black
Cemetery had its own entry
off Glenstone Avenue and was
fenced off from Hazelwood
Cemetery. Prior to integration
many members of Springfield/s
Black community were buried
FIG. 3.9.9

here, including Horace Duncan,
Fred Coker, and Will Allen who
were lynched on Easter Day
1906.
The history of the Black
community in Springfield is,
in many ways, an integral part
of the history of Hazelwood
Cemetery. This history
should be remembered.
The contributions of this
community in the building

of Springfield needs to be
told and commemorated.
We recommend that the
monument commemorating
the Black Cemetery and Black
community’s history should
not focus on an individual
Black leader or the three
victims of the 1906 lynching.
Rather we suggest that the
memorial celebrate the many
contributions of the Black
community.

FIG. 3.9.10

Harriet Tubman
Memorial, NY

Memorial to the
Innocent

When we think of a cemetery
- when we think of death - we
often think of the elderly; people
who lived a long life and fruitful
life then passed. Unfortunately,
this is often not the story told
on the grave stones. Many are
taken from their loved ones
before they can blossom into
adulthood. Although their lives
were short, does not mean they
should be forgotten. While brief,
their lives still made an impact in
the lives of others.

FIG. 3.9.11

Birmingham Civil
Rights National
Monument, AL

63%

Memorial to
Victims of Violence,
Mexico
FIG. 3.9.12

FIG. 3.9.13

We recommend that a Memorial
to the Innocent be created that
celebrates the value of life, no
matter how short it may be.
It should be a memorial that
causes the viewer to reflect
upon the value of young people
and upon their own personal
longevity. It should inspire and
comfort. It should be personal
and communal. It should honor
life.
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Tribute to the Poor
and Forgotten

made a contributed to the
world, no matter how small.

The south west section of
Hazelwood Cemetery, known
as the “poor section”, is a part
of the cemetery plotted for the
burial of those whose loved
ones are unable to afford a
proper burial or tombstone or
did not have any loved ones
around when they passed.
However, these poor or
forgotten people deserve to be
remembered, for they too have

We recommend that a
memorial/monument to the
poor and nameless be created
to remind people that their
lives mattered as well. It should
help the beholder reflect upon
their situation and their loved
ones and inspire within them
a desire to help those in need
and alone.
FIG. 3.9.17

Ladies’ Confederate
Memorial, KY

9/11 Memorial, AZ

FIG. 3.9.16

Memorial to Soldiers
The citizens of Springfield,
and the people interned in
Hazelwood Cemetery, own
an unimaginable debt to the
soldiers who gave their lives
in the defense of this country.
It is fitting that a Memorial
to Soldiers be erected in
Hazelwood Cemetery to
acknowledge their sacrifice.
Such memorials should not be
reserved just to the Springfield

National Cemetery; they
should be placed everywhere
throughout the community.
We recommend that such
a memorial be place at the
boundary between the two
cemeteries to honor the
service given and sacrifices
made by all that have, are,
and will serve to defend this
country.

Proposed Holocaust
Memorial, Canada

FIG. 3.9.14

FIG. 3.9.15
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900 N. Benton Avenue
Springfield, MO 65802
(417) 873-7371 (O)
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